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CHAPTER I 

INTRODUCTION 

Prosser Hall Pi.*ye in his evaluation of The Return of 

the Native describes Thomas Hardy as the "novelist of na

ture." In his novels Hardy writes as if he is preoccupied 

with nature and with its influence upon man. Nature does 

not serve merely as a background for Hardy's novels; it also 

seems to perform as a major character. J. H. Fowler de

scribes Hardy's nature as "a superhuman protagonist, making 

or marring the fates of the puny human personalities that 

2 

pass under its spell." All of Hardy's characters are af

fected by nature either consciously or unconsciously. David 

Cecil has observed that nature "sometimes exercises active 

influence on a course of events: more often it is a spirit

ual agent, colouring the mood and shaping the disposition 

of hximan beings."^ Hardy does not picture nature as a 

benevolent force, but rather as an impersonal force vdth 

which man is in conflict. He most often shows the cruelty 

and the indifference of nature, but at times he does depict 

nature as sympathetic. 

My purpose in this thesis is to analyze in detail 

^ Prosser Hall Frye, "Nature and Thomas Hardy," The 
Independent, LIV (New York, 1902), p. 1657* 

^ J. H. Fowler, The Novels of Thomas Hardy (Oxford, 
1928), p. 11. 

^ David Cecil, Hardy, The Novelist (London, 1965), p.23. 
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nature as an essential component in the development of 

three of Thomas Hardy's most successful novels. Far from 

the Madding Crowd (1875), The Return of the Native (1878), 

and Teas of the d'Urbervilles (1891), most effectively 

represent Hardy's use of nature as a major character of 

varying moods and stages and with both purities and imper

fections. I hope to prove that nature, as a major char

acter and as a major force in these three novels, takes 

part in advancing the fates of the other characters, 

symbolizes the various characters' moods, works as a 

protector or comforter for the characters, anticipates the 

characters' behavior, and reveals the nature of the other 

characters through its ovm characteristics. I wish to show 

how nature imagery is used effectively to reveal the phys

ical characteristics, the moods, or the actions of the 

characters. The four aspects of nature which I propose to 

consider in detail are fate in the hands of nature, the 

lights of nature, the animal kingdom, and the plant world. 

Nature, as a leading character in Hardy's novels, 

seems to work as a molder of the fates of the human char-

acters or at least as a major agent in the development of 

the characters' lives and in the development of the au

thor's themes. In Far from the Maddinp; Crov7d, nature, 

personified as a character, sometimes aids the human char

acters in their actions, but, on occasions, nature seems to 

work more to mar the fate of the characters. Nature does 
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not seem to take the same impartial view of the characters 

and of their lives in The Return of the Native as it does 

in Par from the Madding Crowd. In The Return of the Native, 

llgdon Heath seems to be the main character whose melancholy 

and gloom establish a perfect background which works as 

an agent in the development of the tragedy. Nature works 

more to destroy and to express cruelty than to protect and 

to show pity in the dark tragedy. Eleanore Waggoner has 

commented that nature works as "an emblem of the impersonal 

forces with which man is in conflict." Nature is again a 

major character in Teas of the d'Urbervilles in which it 

serves as a dealer of fate just as it does in The Return 

of the Native; however, it seems to show more compassion 

for Tess than it does for Eustacia. 

Nature, as a major character, works to contrive the 

human destinies, and various aspects of nature are extreme

ly instrumental in the development of the plots and in the 

advancement of the themes in Hardy's novels. Light imagery, 

for example, is quite significant in Hardy's novels. The 

sun, the moon, and the stars, as well as the gloom caused 

by the clouds, help to establish the mood, to determine 

the action, or to reveal the disposition of a character. 

Eleanore Waggoner, "Tree Imagery and Symbolism in 
Thomas Hardy's Far from the Madding; Crowd, The Woodlanders, 
Mayor of Casterbridge, and Tess of the d'Urbervilles" (un
published n. A. thesis, Texas Technological College, 1965), 
p. 2. 
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In Far from the Madding Crowds the sun and the stars are 

usually indicative of good fortune, of happiness, of 

clarity of thought, or of determination. On the other hand, 

the clouds and the darkness seem to establish a mood of 

depression and of sadness or to signify pain. In The 
• • • 

Return of the Native the use of light imagery is again of 

great significance; however, here darkness is predominant. 

Because the work is a tragedy and the main character is a 

mysterious figure, the use of darkness is strangely effec

tive • The descriptions in the novel often are enhanced by 

the use of the light imagery.^ Tess of the d'Urbervilles 

does not reveal an excessive use of darkness or gloom, but 

Tess's fate is so tragic that periods of darkness seem to 

prevail most often. Sunlight is important, however, since 

each time Tess comes to a new realization of life or a new 

realization of herself, she is shrouded in light. 

Hardy also uses animals to develop his plots and his 

themes. He reveals a deep sympathy for dumb creat-ures and 

for their suffering. Hardy uses animals as if their suf

fering is no different from that of man. He appears to 

feel that all of God's creatures are subjected to "an ex-

temally imposed destiny" that is most often unjust. 

Animals are used often in Far from the Madding; Crov7d. The 

-^ Joseph W. Beach, The Technique of Thomas Hardy (New 
York, 1962), p. 105 

Fowler, p. 8. 
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animals take part in the action just as the human charac

ters do, and they suffer for their deeds in much the same 

way. Animal imagery is used throughout the novel to ex

plain the personalities, the attitudes, the fears, and the 

predicaments of the other characters. In The Return of the 

Native animals are not endowed as much with human qualities 

as they are in Far from the Madding Crowd. They are used 

primarily to set the mood and to develop the plot. Animals 

are used as aids for the human characters, but they, too, 

are capable of bringing the ruin of the other characters. 

Animals again occupy a significant place in Tess of the 

d* Urbervilles. Although the animals do not seem to be as 

conspicuous or as numerous in the third novel, they do help 

set the mood and help further the theme of the novel. 

The plant kingdom holds a place equally as significant 

as the animal world in Hardy's novels. In Far from the 

Madding Crowd the plant kingdom is used to establish the 

scene or to reinforce the mood of the characters. The 

moods and the predicaments of the characters are perceived 

by the plants just as they are by the animals. The gloom 

and the sinister aspect of The Return of the Native is 

strengthened through the descriptions of the plant world 

and through the imagery which is used. The landscape of 

Egdon Heath is a major element in the novel. The plant 

world similarly is significant in Tess of the d'Urbervilles, 

and along with the other aspects of nature, the plants seem 



to be more sympathetic with Tess, even though they do not 

always alleviate her miseries. The mood is intensified by 

the descriptions of the plant kingdom. 

Since nature does seem to be an essential factor in 

the development of Hardy's novels, I wish to prove that the 

action in the novels would not be integrated and complete 

if nature were not used to the fullest extent. I hope also 

to reinforce the belief that instead of character and plot, 

nature is of the greatest significance in Hardy's novels. 



CHAPTER II 

NATURE AS A MAJOR CHARACTER 

Nature, as a foremost actor or agent in three of 

Hardy's most successful novels, influences and sometimes 

directs the action of the novels. Prosser Hall Frye re

marks that when Hardy began to write his novels, he chose 

an atmosphere and then selected characters and action which 

best suited his natural background. Nat\are serves as a 

superhuman figure which reigns over the helpless human 

characters and vrhich actually participates in the activ

ities of their lives. Often the leading character. Nature, 

strives to shape the fates of the human beings. It some

times helps the characters or at least appears sympathetic 

with their dilemmas. It reverses in other instances and 

seems to be bent upon ruining the life of a specific char

acter. Still at other times it works indifferently in the 

plight of a character and stoically administers his fate. 

The seasons of the year parallel the human figures' moods 

and behavior. Some of the persons in the novels have the 

sympathy of Nature, but the characters v;ho are not in tune 

with Nature and who openly reveal a hatred for it receive 

its retribution. Nature takes revenge. It serves as a 

protectress on occasions, and yet at other times it 

Prosser Hall Frye, "Nature and Thomas Hardy," The 
Independent, LIV (Nev/ York, 1902), p. 1657-
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displays extreme cruelty. It may either make or mar a 

character's fate. In the novels Nature occasionally takes 

an active part, but more often it merely helps to establish 

and to reinforce the mood or the dispositions of the human 

beings. 

In Far from the Madding Crowd, one of Hardy's first 

successful novels. Nature, as a leading character, appears 

to manifest kindness tov/ard the human participants and is 

quite involved in the action. It does seem to be sympa

thetic with Bathsheba, the heroine, and Gabriel Oak, 

another important figure. It often acts to further the 

theme and the plot. The seasons of the year correspond to 

the moods mainly of Bathsheba and Gabriel. Nature seems 

to work to draw Bathsheba and Oak together. It serves as a 

means of protection for Bathsheba, but it expresses its 

cruelty toward Sergeant Troy. It helps to impair his fate, 

perhaps, because he is not one of its children. 

Thomas Hardy in Far from the Madding Crowd explains 

Natxire's numerous activities as if it is a major character. 

Nature guides its children and assists them v;hen it can. 

Hardy refers to Mature as the mother of man throughout the 

novel. He describes Bathsheba Everdone as "a fair product 
2 

of Nature, in the feminine kind." He again refers to 

Nature as a mother v;hen he speaks of "one of those whimsical 

Thomas Hardy, Far fro-a the Madding; Crov/d (Boston, 
1957), p. 6. 
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coincidences in which Nature, like a busy mother, seems to 

spare a moment from her unremitting labours to turn and 

make her children smile."^ Much later in the novel when 

Hardy describes an imminent storm and the animals as they 

sense its presence, he again refers to Nature as the mother 

of humanity. 

Gabriel proceeded tov/ards his home. In approach
ing the door, his toe kicked something which 
felt and sounded soft, leathery, and distended, 
like a boxing-glove. It was a large toad humbly 
travelling across the path. Oak took it up, 
thinking it might be better to kill the creature 
to save it from pain; but finding it uninjured, 
he placed it again among the grass. He knew 
what this direct message from the Great Mother 
meant.^ 

Nature attempts to warn its children to prepare for foul 

weather, but its advice is ignored. Hardy explains that 

"every voice in nature was unanimous in bespeaking change." 

Nature not only offers warnings of impending danger, 

but it also offers protection. When Hardy describes the 

ugly facade of the Casterbridge Union he tells of the ivy 

which transforms a grim structure into a "picturesque 

building." Disapproving of the grotesque structure, 

"Nature, as if offended, lent a hand. Masses of ivy grew 

up, completely covering the walls, till the place looked 

^ Ibid., p. 14. 

^ Ibid., p. 214. 

^ Ibid., p. 215. 

^ Ibid., p. 257. 
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like an abbey; and it was discovered that the view from the 

front, over the Casterbridge chimneys, was one of the most 

magnificent in the country."^ 

Thomas Hardy also personifies various aspects of 

Nature. He speaks of the earth as it "breathed maiden 
o 

breath." Mr. Boldwood, another major character in the 

novel, speaks of the hills and the sky which seem to laugh 
Q 

at him.^ When poor Bathsheba is faced with indecision. 

Hardy explains how "the unresting world whirled her roimd 

to a contrasting prospect eastward, in the shape of inde

cisive and palpitating stars." Hardy also discusses "the 

wind in heaven" v;hich seemed to be "roaming at large." 

Nature, as the most significant character, acts 

through the seasons, the v/eather, and the landscape to es

tablish the mood and to develop the theme. The seasons of 

the year give the novel unity and explain the various ac

tivities of the characters. The novel is centered in a 

rural area v;here the people farm and raise sheep. The char

acters' lives are structured to fit the various seasons, and 

their activities usually can be explained according to the 

^ Ibid., p. 257. 

^ Ibid., p. 176. 

^ Ibid., p. 181. 

^^ Ibid., p. 185. 

^^ .Ibid., p. 225. 
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season of the year. Richard L. Purdy observes that the 

novel is established by the seasons for lambing, sheaxing, 

haying, and the harvest. The events of the novel corre

spond with the pattern of country life. He states that 

"the fortunes of Bathsheba and Oak and Troy are closely 

bound up with the unvarying cycle of Weatherbxiry Farm." 

Gabriel gets his job with Bathsheba on a winter evening in 

February after having attended a hiring fair and after 

having fought a rack fire. He joins Bathsheba's staff, and 

then the lives of the characters seem to revolve around the 

shepherd's calendar. Bathsheba becomes involved with 

Boldwood at the harvest supper in August. She receives a 

proposal from him during the sheep-washing. She has a 

quarrel v/ith Gabriel and attempts to convince Boldwood that 

she does not love him during the sheep shearing season. 

Troy meets Bathsheba during the haymaking season, and she 

goes to Bath to see him and to marry him during the oat 

harvest. Bathsheba and Oak are drav/n closer together on 

the night of the harvest supper when a storm develops, and 

Gabriel saves the crop from iniin. No matter what the char

acters' plight may be, they first attend to the duties of 

the farm, and then they concern themselves with their per

sonal affairs. Even while Bathsheba grieves for her lost 

12 
Richard L. Purdy, "Introduction," Far from the 

Maddinp; Crov/d (Boston, 1957), x̂v* 
—— — - iiMi I •Via I !• I I i r - rrr T̂  i ^ / -̂  •^ i ^ / 
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husband, she must continue to manage her farm.^ 

The natural seasons also are important in the novel, 

which begins and ends in the winter. Hardy opens the novel 

on a "December morning—sunny and exceedingly mild.""̂ ^ The 

description of the fine morning not only sets the scene, 

but also reveals the moods and personalities of both 

Bathsheba and Gabriel. The novel ends during the same sea

son when, after numerous hardships and sorrows, Bathsheba 

and Gabriel are together once more and are again expe

riencing the exhilaration of a December day. Bathsheba and 

Gabriel discover their love for each other on an evening 

in December when Bathsheba can be "guided on her way by the 

pale primrose rays of a crescent moon a fev; days old." '̂  

Richard L. Purdy quotes Mr. Day-Lewis v;ho says that 

one can better understand the actions of the characters in 

perspective with the universe. Bathsheba always seems to 

turn a nev/ comer in her life during the v/inter around 

Christmas time. She begins her new job as ov/ner and man

ager of her uncle's farm at the first of January. She also 

loses her husband around the same time of the year and has 

to rearrange her life once more. Still another turning 

point in her life comes the follov/ing year at the first of 

15 
-^ Purdy, p. xiv. 
14 

Far from the Maddin?̂ ; Crov;d, p. 4. 
•̂^ Ibid., p. 5^8. 
16 

Purdy, p. xvi. 
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January when she and Oak realize their mutual love and de

cide to marry. 

The spring and the summer seem to bring new hope to 

Bathsheba. She meets and marries Troy in the summer, but 

she quarrels with him in the autumn. Even her love for 

Troy is compared to the seasons. Hardy states: "Her love 

was entire as a child's, and though warm as summer it was 

fresh as spring." ' Bathsheba finally recovers from her 

plight during the vd.nter months. Thus, she is "revived 

18 with the spring." By summer she has acquired new hope 

for a better life. 

Besides the seasons, the weather has an active, yet 

not alv;ays a conspicuous, place in the novel. The weather 

most often seems to set the mood, but sometimes it also 

fxirthers the plot. On a still and foggy night, Gabriel's 

flock is driven to its death. Hardy sends Fanny in search 

of her love on an intensely dreary night: "It was a night 

when sorrow may come to the brightest without causing any 

great sense of incongruity." ^ On a gloriously sunny and 

pretty spring day, Boldwood hopefully goes to ask Bathsheba 

to marry him. On a dark, mysterious night Bathsheba meets 

Troy. "A time of sun and dev;" describes Troy's first day 

' Far from the Madding; Crowd, p. 166. 

^^ Ibid., p. 5^5. 

^^ Ibid., p. 74. 
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of marriage to Bathsheba. Fanny struggles to reach the 

town of Casterbridge on a "moonless and starless" night 

when the only light comes from a "distant halo which himg 

over the town of Casterbridge." "̂  A mongrel dog comes to 

the aid of Fanny Robin. In his description of the animal 

Hardy states: "Night, in its sad, solemn and benevolent 

aspect, apart from its stealthy and cruel side, was per-

sonified in this form." The evening weather seems to 

absorb the feelings of the animal and of Fanny. The 

weather again sets the mood when Troy leaves Bathsheba. 

She is sad and hurt because he confesses to her his love 

for Fanny. The night of his departure is one of rain which 

leaves the window panes "wet with trembling tears."^ The 

weather sympathizes with Bathsheba. 

In Far from the Madding Crowd Nature does shov/ sym

pathy toward Bathsheba and Fanny Robin. It shows the least 

sympathy tov/ard Sergeant Troy. The night of Troy's wedding 

feast is described as "dry and sultry" and as having a 

24 
"sinister aspect." Troy ignores all the signs of an im
pending storm, and he is annoyed by Gabriel's warnings. 

20 I b i d . , 

•̂̂  I b i d . , 

22 I b i d . , 

2^ I b i d . , 

2^ I b i d . , 

P 

P 

P 

P 

P 

p. 208. 

252. 

256. 

p. 282. 

211. 
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The rain would have destroyed the hay harvest had Gabriel 

not been determined to save it himself. Nevertheless, the 

storm reveals to everyone Sergeant Troy's irresponsibility 

and his inadequacies. The weather again shows a lack of 

sympathy for Troy as he laments the death of Fanny Robin. 

After the death of Fanny and her baby, Troy feels remorse 

for the manner in which he treated the ill-fated girl. In 

an attempt to compensate for his behavior, he buys her a 

beautiful grave stone and spends the evening planting snov;-

drops, hyacinth, crocus bulbs, violets, daisies, and many 

other varieties of flowers upon her grave. Nature refuses 

to let Troy receive satisfaction from his labors. Rain 

begins to fall soon after Troy finishes his planting. A 

stream of water begins to v/ork tov:ard Fanny's grave. Hardy 

explains: 

The flowers so carefully planted by Fanny's re
pentant lover began to move and writhe in their 
bed. The winter-violets turned slowly upside 
down, and became a mere mat of mud. Soon the snow
drop and other bulbs danced in the boiling mass 
like ingredients in a cauldron. Plants of the 
tufted species were loosened, rose to the surface, 
and floated away.^5 

Troy is unable to endure v/hat Nature has done to his sem

blance of repentance at Fanny's grave. The rains seem 

almost to show revulsion for Troy and for his deed. Hardy 

explains that "the planting of flov:ers on Fanny's grave had 

been perhaps but a species of elusion of the primary grief. 

25 Ibid., p. 279. 
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and now it was as if his intention had been known and cir-

26 
cumvented." Although Nature, as a character, is capable 

of sympathy, it shov/s only revulsion and cruelty toward 

Sergeant Troy. No matter what Nature's attitude is in Far 

from the Madding Crowd it does take part in the plot, re

veal the moods of the characters, sympathize or punish the 

characters, and further the theme. 

In The Return of the Native an atmosphere of gloom and 

of darkness prevails throughout the novel and is estab

lished by the major character, Î gdon Heath. In the tragedy 

Nature works as an agent which undermines the activities of 

the human beings. The seasons correspond with the moods 

and the events of the novel, but very nearly every scene is 

overshadov/ed with melancholy. The tragedy begins and ends 

in a darkness which matches the dark and savage personality 

of the main character, Eustacia Vye. Nature or Egdon Heath 

mars the fate of the characters. Eustacia Vye reveals a 

deep hate for ITature, which, in return, reflects her hatred 

and ultimately destroys her. Nature often expresses 

cruelty in the novel, but at times it reveals some benev

olence. In The Return of the Native the seasons and the 

weather correspond with the feelings and v/ith the activ

ities of the human figures. The novel opens on a cloudy 

November evening and ends on another evening in November 

with "'rain, darkness and anxious v/anderers' feeling their 

2^ Ibid., p. 280. 
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way across featiJiroless waste by the help of footsoles long 

used to paths that cannot be seen by the eye, and dravm to

gether about the rain-flooded pool v;here men and women 

strxiggle for life in the dark."27 Practically all of the 

scenes in the first book talce place in darkness and in the 

fall. During' this time Eustacia, the heroine, is restless 

and undecided about her future. She is called a witch by 

the heath people because of her wanderings on the heath and 

her building of bonfires. She is having a mysterious af

fair with Wildeve, the innkeeper, and she meets him at 

night on the heath. Her wanderings are compared to the 

winds "which seemed made for the scene.'" Eustacia's 

shifting thoughts are similar to the v;ind. Hardy remarks: 

"Throughout the blowing of these plaintive ITovember vdnds 

the note bore a great resemblance to the ruin of human song 

which remain to the throat of fourscore and ten." ° Clym 

Yeobright returns to the heath in the winter, and Eustacia 

meets him at Christmas. As the season progresses, their 

love ripens. The third book of the novel, named "Fascina

tion, " largely takes place in the spring when Eustacia and 

Clym experience companionship and love for each other. 

Most of the days are bright emd merry. One gloony day in 

' J. W. Beach, The Techninuo of Tho::nas Hardy (New 
York, 1962), p. 100. "^"^ 

28 
Thomas Hardy, The Return of the Native (Nev; York, 

1959), p. 59. ^ 
29 Ibid. 
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the spring is the day upon which Clym asks the dark figure, 

Eustacia,to marry him. Their decision to wed brings gloom 

to the lives of many. Gloom again seeps into the summer 

sunshine when Clym breaks all ties with home and leaves 

his mother. Hardy describes not only a storm's develop

ment, but also a stormy situation: 

The weather v/as far different from that of the 
evening before. The yellow and vapoury sunset 
which had wrapped up Eustacia from his parting 
gaze had presaged change. It was one of those 
not infrequent days of an English June v/hich 
are as wet and boisterous as November.50 

The storm in Nature is similar to the storm developing be

tween Clym and his mother. 

Even though Clym and Mrs. Yeobright are alienated, he 

and Eustacia experience a suxmner of happiness and content

ment; but as the summer comes to a close, Eustacia's 

infatuation diminishes, and v;ith the coming of fall, she 

seeks new adventures. Clym's and Eustacia's relationship 

deteriorates also because Clym discovers how Eustacia had 

turned his mother av/ay from their door. With the gloom of 

fall, their relationship becomes dark and sad. Eustacia 

returns to her old home and her old ways. By November she 

is again v/andering over the heath and seeking companionship 

with Wildeve. Eustacia, hovzever, does not survive the 

gloom of November for another year. She faces death during 

a harsh November rain. Hardy again sets the scene v;hich 

^^ Ibid., p. 212. 
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fits the mood. "The gloom of the night was funereal; all 

nature seemed clothed in crape."* 

The seasons and the weather establish the mood and the 

attitudes of the characters and sometimes even the plot. 

When Eustacia becomes restless and unhappy, she seeks ex-
• • •' 

citement at a daince on the green where she accidentally 

meets Wildeve. Here the weather helps further the plot. 

The two dance together, and Eustacia becomes infatuated 

partially because of "the tone of light which tends to dis-
xp 

turb the equilibrium of the senses."^ Hardy explains that 

"Wildeve by himself would have been merely an agitation, 

Wildeve added to the dance, and the moonlight, and the 

secrecy, began to be a delight."^^ Another instance of the 

weather's furthering the plot takes place v;hen Eustacia 

decides to run av̂ ay with V/ildeve, and on her v/ay to meet 

him, she is blinded by the rain and drovms in the weir. 

The aspect of the night of Eustacia's death has a different 

meaning for Thomasin, v/ho loves and appreciates Nature, 

than it does for Eustacia, who hates the heath. Hardy 

clearly compares the opinions of the tv/o v̂ omen, who both 

are wandering on the heath during the storm. To Thomasin 

"there v/ere not, as to Eustacia, demons in the air, and 

malice in every bush and bough. The drops v;hich lashed her 

•̂̂  Ibid., p. 555. 

^2 Ibid., p. 265. 

^^ Ibid. 
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face were not scorpions, but prosy rain; Egdon in the mass 

was no monster whatever, but impersonal open ground."^'^ 

Because of Thomasin's feelings, she seems to be able to 

wander over the heath without fear of danger. Nature seems 

to seek out Eustacia in order to destroy her. Nature 

causes not only Eustacia's death, but also it brings change 

to the lives of many other characters. 

Hardy personifies Nature in The Return of the Native 

and speaks of it as though it is an active participant, 

just as he does in Far from the Madding; Crowd. From the 

first of the novel Eustacia reveals an innate hate for 

Nature. Hardy describes the fire that she builds at the 

first of the novel as "the instinctive and resistant act of 

man."^^ Eustacia truly does attempt to resist Natiire. In 

the light of her fire Hardy states that "those whom Nature 

had depicted as merely quaint became grotesque, the gro-

tesque became preternatural; for all was in extremity."^ 

In her fight against Nature, Eustacia always seems to bring 

a grotesque and morbid aspect to Nature's beauty. Eustacia 

is in constant combat with Egdon Heath. Hardy explains 

their struggle plainly. "An environment which would have 

made a contented woman a poet, a suffering vroman a devotee, 

a pious woman a psalmist, even a giddy woman thoughtful, 

^^ Ibid., p. 565. 

^^ Ibid., p. 25. 

^^ Ibid., p. 24. 
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made a rebellious woman saturnine. "̂ '̂  The struggle V7h_ich 

continues between Eustacia and Nature ultimately destroys 

the melancholy woman. Eustacia explains to her husband 

that she hates Nature. She tells the reddleman that the 

heath is "a jail" to her. Clym is unable to comprehend her 

feelings since he loves Nature and is in harmony with it. 

He sees Nature as "most exhilarating, and strengthening, 

38 and soothing."^ Finally Clym finds peace with Nature 

while Eustacia finds death. Even though Eustacia hates the 

heath, it reflects her moods. On the night of Eustacia's 

death the atmosphere corresponds to her feelings. Hardy 

remarks: "Never was harmony more perfect than that betv/een 

39 the chaos of her mind and the chaos of the v/orld without."^^ 

When Eustacia drowns in the v/eir and ends her struggle with 

NatTire, she seems almost to have attained peace and happi

ness. As the men gaze upon her corpse, they notice: 

"Pallor did not include all the quality of her complexion, 

which seemed more than v/hiteness; it was almost light. The 

expression of her finely carved mouth v/as pleasant, as if a 

sense of dignity had just compelled her to leave off 

^ ' Ii40 
speaking." 

Nature appears cruel throu£;hout the novel because of 

5*̂  Ibid., p. 76. 

^^ Ibid., p. 190. 

^^ Ibid., p. 555. 

^^ Ibid., p. 575. 
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its attitude and its behavior toward Eustacia, but Nature 

does show benevolence toward Clym, v/ho receives peace of 

mind and happiness from the heath. Clym's feelings tov;ard 

Nature are summed up in the third book of the novel: "As 

he watched, the dead flat of the scenery overpowered him, 

though he was fully alive to the beauty of that untarnished 

early summer green which was worn for the nonce by the 

41 
poorest blade." In the third book Hardy also compares 

Clym's and Eustacia's attitudes toward Egdon Heath: "Take 

all the varying hates felt by Eustacia Vye towards the 

heath, and translate them into loves, and you have the 

heart of Clym."^2 

Nature, as a major character, again has a significant 

role in Tess of the d'Urbervilles. Just as Nature causes 

or, at least, reflects Eustacia's moods, hates, and even 

her fate, it also mirrors the plight of Tess Durbeyfield. 

Nature, hovrever, seems to show more compassion for Tess 

than it does for Eustacia. Nature does not appear to be 

deliberately cruel with Tess as it is with the heroine of 

The Return of the Native. It also does not seem to want to 

mar Tess's fate. Tess's ruin appears to be as much one of 

circumstance as one devised by Natizre. Again the seasons 

are an important element. They change vdth the fort\mes of 

Tess. Nature also serves as a means of protection for Tess, 

^^ Ibid., p. 211. 

^2 Ibid., p. 178. 
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She often seeks shelter in Nature.^ 

Nature, personified as a character, again shares the 

action with the human characters. Nature, too, is a factor 

in the fates of the chai^acters, but its actions do not seem 

to be deliberate. For instance, when Tess innocently be

comes involved with Alec d'Urberville, Hardy mentions 

Nature. 

In the ill-judged execution of the well-judged 
plan of things the call seldom produces the 
comer, the man to love rarely coincides v/ith 
the hour for loving. Nature does not often say 
'See!' to her poor creature at a time v;hen 
seeing can lead to happy doing; or reply 
'Here!' to a body's cry of 'V/here?' till the 
hide-and-seek has become an irksome, outv/om 
game.^ 

Sorrov-/, Tess's child by Alec, is later referred to as "that 

45 bastard gift of shameless Nature." ̂  Angel Clare calls 

46 Alec Tess's "husband in Nature." Tess's attitudes and 

personality are due largely to her relationship v/ith Nature. 

In a description of Tess, Hardy states: 

Women v;hose chief companions are the forms and 
forces of outdoor Nature retain in their souls 
far more of the Pagan fantasy of their remote 
forefathers than of the systematized religion 
taught their race at later date.^7 

Hardy places emphasis upon the iriportance of "cruel 

^^ Beach, pp. 185-84. 

Thomas Hardy, Tess of the d'Urbervilles (London, 
1949), pp. 48-49. 

^^ Ibid., p. 121. 

^ Ibid., p. 510. 
47 Ibid., pp. 154-55. 

^ 
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Nature's law." He also speaks of "unconstrained Na-
40 

ture." ^ Nature causes Tess to be involved vdth Alec, and 

it also meddles in Tess's relationship with Angel. V̂ ien 

Tess tells Angel of her past, she looks completely pure. 

Hardy states: "Nature, in her fantastic trickery, had set 

such a seal of maidenhood upon Tess's countenance that he 

gazed at her with a stupefied air."^ 

Nature does help bring about Tess's plight, but also 

it seems to sympathize with Tess. The seasons and the 

weather correspond with Tess's fortunes. J. W. Beach 

states: 
» 

It is not without premeditation that the grov/ing 
passion of Tess and Angel is set in the summer 
foisoning of the rich dairy country, that the 
woman is made to 'pay' in the wintry bitterness 
of a hard and cruel district, that it is among 
the ancient and av/esome monuments of Stonehenge 
that law steps in to end the brief clouded 
romance.51 

Tess seems to face each spring vdth new hope and cheer, but 

each winter brings bitterness, pain, and hardship. She 

goes to the d'Urberville estate in the spring, but her se

duction comes in the summer, and she faces two bitter 

winters at home where she suffers disgrace and the loss of 

Sorrov;, her child. After tv/o years she regains her hope 

^ Ibid., p. 187. 

^^ Ibid., p. 225. 

^^ Ibid., pp. 505-04, 

•̂̂  Beach, pp. 185~S4, 
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and decides to renew her battle with life. She sets out in 

the spring for Talbothays Dairy, and the summer is devoted 

to the growth of her love for Angel. Hardy states: "July 

passed over their heads, and the Thermidorean weather 

which came in its wake seemed an effort on the part of 

Nature to match the state of hearts at Talbothays Dairy."^ 

Angel and Tess finally marry on New Year's, and Tess suc

ceeds in accumulating enough courage to reveal her past to 

Angel. He is horrified, and he returns Tess to her home 

where she faces depression and sadness while he goes off to 

rediscover himself. Tess then struggles through another 

bitter winter of shame and of suffering. She and Angel are 

reunited for a short while in the spring, and they enjoy a 

few happy days as husband and wife. Tess then is led away 

because of the crime she has committed. In the heat of the 

summer, Tess suffers the consequences of killing Alec 

d'Urberville. 

The weather reinforces the moods and the predicaments 

of the characters and sympathizes with human plight. At 

the first of the novel when Prince, the Durbeyfield horse, 

is killed because of an accident v/ith a mail cart. Hardy 

says that "the atmosphere turned pale."^^ The night upon 

which Tess is seduced is engulfed in fog and is described 

52 Tess of the d'Urbervilles, p. 190. 

5^ Ibid., p. 56. 
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as dark and silent.*^ Tess leaves home for the second time 

on a morning in May when her hopes are extremely high. She 

is surrounded by sunshine, and Hardy remarks that "she 

heard a pleasant voice in every breeze."^^ After Tess 

reaches Talbothays, she experiences a happiness which she 

has never known before, and Nature revels in her joy. 

Hardy states: "Rays from the sunrise drew forth the buds 

and stretched them into long stalks, lifted up sap into 

noiseless streams, opened petals, and sucked out scents in 

invisible jets and breathings."-^ Tess's love for Angel 

intensifies, and even the rain seems to give freshness to 

their love. Hardy speaks of Tess as she travels in the 

rain with Angel: "Her countenance, a natural carnation 

slightly embrovmed by the season, had deepened its tinge 

with the beating of the rain-drops."^^^ Later when Tess 

loses Angel and is suffering for her sins. Nature again is 

sympathetic. The season is damp and dry. The sky looks 

mournful and the creatures of Flintcomb-Ash display "trag

ical eyes. "5 Much later in the novel after Angel has re-

tTimed to Tess, Nature again expresses sympathy. The night 

upon which Tess tells Angel of his sleep walk and of her 

5^ Ibid. 

55 Ibid. 

5^ Ibid. 

57 Ibid. 

5Q Ibid. 

p. 90. 

p. 15^. 

p. 165. 

p. 257. 

p. 567. 
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plight is "strangely solemn and still."5^ Wet and foggy 

weather makes it possible for Tess and Angel to share 

several happy days together before Tess is arrested for her 

crime. The weather affords them some happiness. 

Not only does Nature show sympathy, but also it serves 

as a protectress for Tess. V/hen Tess returns home after 

her summer on the d'Urberville estate, she is unable to 

face the citizens of Marlott; so she seeks shelter and peace 

in the evening light. Hardy states: "She knew how to hit 

to a hair's breadth that moment of evening when the light 

and the darkness are so evenly balanced that the constraint 

of day and the suspense of night neutralize each other, 
cjr\ 

leaving absolute mental liberty." After Teas' settles at 

Talbothays, and Angel discovers her, he expresses his love 

for her and begs her to marry him. Tess seeks hiding in 

Nature in order to consider her problem and its solution. 

She hides in a thicket of willov;s. Hardy explains: "Here 

Tess flung herself down upon the rustling undergrov/th of 

spear-grass, as upon a bed, and remained crouching in pal-
61 

pitating misery broken by momentary shoots of joy." 

Another example of Nature as protectress occurs as Tess is 

journeying tovrard Flintconb-Ash. On a dark evening she 

meets a man on the road v;ho recognizes her. She flees from 

59 Ibid., p. 497. 

^^ Ibid., p. 107. 

^^ Ibid., p. 228. 
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him and seeks hiding in a "foliage of some holly bushes 

which grew among the deciduous trees."^2 3̂ ^̂  creeps into 

her shelter to spend a fitful night. 

Nat\ire, as a major character, does greatly influence 

the lives of the human beings in Hardy's novels. Its sea

sons and its weather correspond with the characters' moods 

and problems. It influences destinies and furthers the 

themes of the novels. It helps or hinders the characters. 

It appears to want to mar Eustacia while it seems to act 

more benevolently toward Bathsheba and Tess. Eustacia hates 

Nature while Bathsheba and Tess love and accept the Great 

Mother. Tess and Bathsheba are described as Nature's 

children while Eustacia appears to be the daughter of so

ciety. Nevertheless Nature influences the fates of all 

three heroines and the fates of all their companions. As 

63 Fowler remarks: "She makes or mars their fates." 

^2 Ibid., p. 555. 

^^ J. H. Fov/ler, The Novels of Thomas Hardy (Oxford, 
1928), p. 11. 



CHAPTER III 

HARDY'S USE OF NATURE'S LIGHTS 

In Far from the Madding Crov;d, The Return of the 

Native, and Tess of the d'Urbervilles, Hardy uses light 

from the sun, the moon and the stars, and the gloom cast by 

clouds and mist to reinforce his scenes, to reveal his 

characters' dispositions, to further the themes, and some

times to mock a character. These lights, which can be 

called Nat\are's lights, sometimes seem to be sympathetic 

with a character^ but at other times they almost appear to 

rebel against a particular character. In Far from the 

Madding Crov:d the simlight and the moonlight are equally 

significant; however, in The Return of the Native the gloom 

of night is alv;ays predominant. In Tess of the d'Urber

villes, darkness is not used excessively, even though 

Tess's first bad experience occurs in darkness. Tess is 

not a person upon v/hom destiny smiles, and her fate is 

quite dismal. She is, hov:ever, most often accompanied by 

sunlight. The descriptions of the scenery and of the char

acters in all three of the novels are enhanced by the use 

of light imagery. Hardy, hov;ever, approaches the use of 

light differently in each of his works. 

1^ Far from the Maddin?^ Crov/d the sim and the stars 

most often indicate happiness, good fortune, or clarity of 

thought. A scene of joy is usually reinforced by a clear, 

29 
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sunny, or starry sky. The clouds and the darkness of night 

usually help establish a mood of depression or of sadness. 

Cloudiness also implies confusion, vagueness, or impending 

danger. The scenes, established through the use of light 

imagery, often help in the development of the novel's 

theme. Although natxxre's light usually seems to correspond 

to the plot and the characters, the lights of the sun and 

the moon sometimes mock a character. 

Light imagery, most often, is used in Far from the 

Madding Crowd to establish the scene for the action which 

develops. On days when the characters feel carefree and 

l^PPy» "fĉG sun shines upon them. Oak sees Bathsheba for 

the first time on a sunny day. Hardy describes a scene in 

which the sim intensifies Bathsheba's beauty: "It v/as a 

fine morning, and the s\in lighted up to a scarlet glov; the 

crimson jacket she wore, and painted a soft lustre upon 

her bright face and dark hair.""̂  Gabriel Oak becomes so 

infatuated with Bathsheba that he desperately seeks' an

other opportunity to see her. He stumbles upon his chance 

on another sunny day. Oak travels to Bathsheba's dv/elling 

on a morning which Hardy describes as: "a fine January 

morning, when there was just enough blue sky visible to 

make cheerfully-disposed people v;ish for more, and an 

-*• Thomas Hardy, Far from the Madding; Crovfd (Boston, 
1957), p. 6. 
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occasional gleam of silvery sunshine. . . . " The sun 

again sets the scene and expresses a feeling of joy when 

Bathsheba goes to meet Troy, her true love, for the first 

time. Sergeant Troy entertains Bathsheba by showing her 

some of his sword tricks. The sunlight adds to the adven

ture. Hardy establishes an appropriate atmosphere for the 

frolicsome meeting: 

Beams of light caught from the lev/ sun's rays, 
above, around, in front of her, well-nigh shut 
out earth and heaven—all emitted in the 
marvellous evolutions of Troy's reflecting 
blade, which seemed everywhere at once, and yet 
nowhere specially. These circling gleams were 
accompanied by a keen rush that was almost a 
whistling—also springing from all sides of her 
at once. In short, she was enclosed in a firma
ment of light, and of sharp hisses, resembling 
a sky-full of meteors close at hand.5 

Not only is simlight used as a background for the actions 

of Bathsheba, Troy, and Oak, but also the ill-fated Mr. 

Boldwood is follov/ed by sunshine particularly at the time 

when he is harboring the hope of winning Bathsheba's love. 

Boldwood is described by Hardy as "a gentlemanly man, with 

full and distinctly outlined Roman features, the promi

nences of which glow in the sun with a bronze-like richness 

of tone."^ Hardy describes a scene in which Boldwood comes 

to court Bathsheba in "the bright June sunlight outside." 

2 Ibid., p. 25. 

^ Ibid., p. 165 

^ Ibid., p. 81. 

5 Ibid., p. 150 
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Just as the bright sun accompanies Gabriel Oak, so do 

the twinkling stars. Hardy establishes a scene v/hich 

helps to describe the feeling of bliss in Gabriel as he 

plays his flute, cares for his flock, and experiences the 

joys of accomplishment: "The sky v/as clear—remarkably 

clear—and the twinkling of all the stars seemed to be but 

throbs of one body, timed by a common pulse." Gabriel 

enjoys life, and he enjoys the beauty of nature, particu

larly the sky and its stars. Hardy explains: "Being a man 

not without a frequent consciousness that there v/as some 

charm in this life he led, he stood still after looking at 

the sky as a useful instrument, and regarded it in an ap

preciative spirit, as a work of art superlatively beauti

ful."'̂  

The sun shines upon Sergeant Troy, but nature's light 

does not seem to be sympathetic with Troy, even though it 

does reflect his disposition. As the sun shines do;m upon 

Fanny Robin's grave, it seems almost to reflect Troy's sor

row and his shame as he strives to make amends for his 

behavior. Hardy sets the scene for Troy's toil: 

The sun went dovm almost blood-red that night, 
and a livid cloud received its rays in the 
east. Up against this dark background the v/est 
front of the church tower—the only part of the 
edifice visible frou the farin house windows— 
rose distinct and lustrous, the vane upon the 

^ Ibid., p. 9. 

' Ibid., p. 12. 
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summit bristling with rays.® 

Although the setting sun seems to reflect Troy's feelings 

of grief, the rising sun on the following morning shows no 

sympathy for him. Hardy describes the sun which shines 

mercilessly upon the rain-damaged, floating flowers that 

Troy had planted so meticulously upon Fanny's grave: 

The rain had quite ceased, and the sun was 
shining through the green, brov/n, and yellow 
leaves, now sparkling and varnished by the 
raindrops to the brightness of similar effects 
in the landscapes of Ruysdael and Hobberaa, and 
full of all those infinite beauties that arise 
from the union of water and colour vd.th hich 
lights.9 

The sun almost seems to be mocking the miserable Troy's 

efforts. 

Just as the sun usually establishes a happy scene for 

those characters vd.th whom it sympathizes, the darkness of 

night and of clouds usually establishes a gloomy scene or 

accompanies sadness and depression. The night upon which 

Fanny Robin goes in search of her soldier is dark and 

dreary. The atmosphere is filled with clouds and with 

snow. Hardy designs a scene which matches Fanny's mood: 

The vast arch of cloud above was strangely low, 
and formed as it v/ere the roof of a large dark 
cavern, gradually sinking in upon its floor; 
for the instinctive thought v/as that the snow 
lining the heavens and that encrusting the earth 
would soon unite into one mass v/ithout any 

® Ibid., p. 272. 

^ Ibid., p. 279. 
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intervening stratum of air at all.^^ 

Hardy uses several similar passages involving darkness of 

night to dramatize Fanny's dilemma. Because Fanny's life 

is so miserable, darkness seems to follow her. 

Besides reflecting the feeling of pain and sorrow, 

darkness also reinforces the sense of mystery. The moon

light of the night upon which Boldv/ood receives the mys

terious valentine with the words "Marry Me" inscribed upon 

it reflects his consternation and bewilderment. Hardy 

invents a scene to correspond with Mr. Boldwood's feelings: 

The moon shone tonight and its light v/as not 
of a customary kind. His window admitted only 
a reflection of its rays and the pale sheen 
had that reversed direction which snov/ gives, 
coming upv/ard and lighting up his ceiling in 
an unnatural way, casting shadows in strange 
places, and nutting lights where shadows had 
used to be.11 

Moonlight again reinforces the scene and sets the mood 

as Bathsheba regretfully travels to.Boldwood's house for 

his Christmas party. She dreads the party since she knov/s 

that Boldwood will ask again to marry her. As Hardy de

scribes the scene, he also describes Bathsheba's sentiments 

"She drove across the hill-top in the v/ending v;ays v/hich 

led downwards—to oblivious obscurity, as it seemed, for 

the moon and the hill it flooded v/ith light v/ere in ap

pearance on a level, the rest of the world lying as a vast 

^^ Ibid., p. 75. 

•̂•̂  Ibid., p. 88. 
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shady concave between them." 

The clouds take part in establishing moods for various 

scenes. On one dark evening Bathsheba wanders along a road 

and attempts to uncloud her thoughts. She cannot decide 

whether or not to follow Troy to Bath. Hardy creates a 

scene which closely matches Bathsheba's mental picture, 

which is confused and blurred: 

Above the dark margin of the earth appeared fore
shores and promontories of coppery cloud, bounding 
a green and pellucid expanse in the v/estern sky. 
Amaranthine glosses came over them then, and the 
unresting world wheeled her round to a contrast
ing prospect eastward, in the shape of inde
cisive and palpitating stars.15 

Clouds again are significant as Poorgrass travels 

along the road to V/eatherbury v/ith Fanny Robin's body. He 

notices the sinister sky, which seems almost to mourn 

Fanny's death. Hardy presents the scene which Poorgrass 

sees: 

Poorgrass sav/ strange clouds and scrolls of mist 
rolling over the long ridges which girt the 
landscape in the quarter. They came in yet 
greater volumes, and indolently crept across the 
intervening valleys, and around the withered 
papery flags of the moor and river brinks. Then 
their dank spongy forms closed in upon the sky.l^ 

Another instance of the mood being strengthened by the 

use of darkness occurs on the night v/hen Sergeant Troy 

plants the flowers on Fanny's grave. Hardy describes the 

•̂ 2 Ibid., p. 509. 

•̂^ Ibid., p. 185. 

^^ Ibid., p. 249. 
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scene of depression: "It was a cloudy, muggy, and very 

dark night, and the rays from Troy's lantern spread into 

the two old yews with a strange illuminating power flicker

ing as it seemed, up to the black ceiling of cloud 

15 
above." ^ Troy again is accompanied by "nebulous clouds" 

on the day of" the sheep fair when he imexpectedly reap

pears. 

Nature's lights also are significant in the develop

ment of the theme. Bathsheba and Troy meet in a plantation 

of firs. Had the area not been so dark. Sergeant Troy's 

spur would not have become entangled in Bathsheba's skirt, 

and they would have passed without noticing each other. 

Hardy fully describes the path of their first meeting: "By 

reason of the density of the interwoven foliage overhead it 

was gloomy there at cloudless noontide, twilight in the 

evening, dark as midnight at dusk, and black as the ninth 

17 plague of Egypt at midnight." ^ 

Another instance of nature's light furthering the 

theme occurs v/hen Troy takes a swim in the sea close to 

Budmouth and hardly escapes drowning. Mr. Hardy explains 

how he is saved by some sailors who would not have seen him 

except for the sunlight: "iYom the position of the setting 

sun his v/hite form v/as distinctly visible upon the now 

•••5 Ibid., p. 277 

^^ Ibid., p. 297 

"̂"̂  Ibid., p. 141 
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deep-hued bosom of the sea to the east of the boat, and the 

men saw him at once." 

Hardy employs light imagery in Far from the Maddinp; 

Crowd to describe more fully his characters. He speaks of 

knowledge which Oak gains and says that "this information 

was like coming from night into noon."-̂ ^ He tells of 

Bathsheba's face coloring "with the angry crimson of a 
20 

Danby sunset." He tells of "Gabriel's malignant star" 
PI 

which was "setting fast."̂ "̂  He also speaks of "clouded 
22 

looks." He even goes so far as to name one of his char
acters Matthew Moon. * 

In The Return of the Native nature' s lights are uti

lized even more than they are in Far from the Maddinp; 

Crov/d; however. Hardy approaches the use of light differ

ently. Most of the action in the novel takes place in 

darkness. The moon and the clouds most often set the 

necessary mood of gloom. Since the main character is a 

mysterious figiire, the use of darkness is strangely effec

tive. Joseph Beach notes that the story opens at cloudy 

twilight in November and that nearly all of the scenes 

^Q Ibid. 

•̂ ^ Ibid. 

20 Ibid. 

2^ Ibid. 

'^'^ Ibid. 

2^ Ibid. 

p. 286. 

p. 57. 

p. 117. 

p. 292. 

p. 555. 

p. 70. 
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included in the first book take place in blackness and in 

the starless, moonless desert. The story ends on another 

dark, rainy night in November.2^ The theme of the novel 

could not be fully developed without the continuous use of 

light imagery. Even the main character, Eustacia Vye, is 

called the "Queen of Night." Beach states that "artistic 

congruity" exists between her environment and her dark 

25 
passions. ^ Nature's lights truly seem to adjust to fit 

the mood, the situation, or the disposition of a character. 

Darkness and gloom most often follow Eustacia Vye and Damon 

Wildeve. The stars and the sun often shine upon Clym 

Yeobright and his cousin, Thomasin. Clym's name seems even 

to indicate his relationship to light. A time of mystery 

or of danger, hov/ever, is usually a time of darkness while 

the time of happiness and of love is a time of sunshine. 

Darkness and cloudiness accompany scenes, which most 

often are quite mysterious and gloomy. The darkness cast 

by a gloomy moon usually accompanies Eustacia Vye in her 

numerous strange activities. In the first book on a night 

when Eustacia v/anders upon the heath, the sky is dark and 

cloudy. Eustacia builds a fire to signal Wildeve to come 

to her. Hardy establishes a perfect scene of mystery: "A 

white mast, fitted up with spar and other nautical tackle, 

2^ Joseph V/. Beach, The Technique of Thomas Hardy (New 
York, 1962) p. 100. 

25 Ibid., p. 105. 
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could be seen rising against the dark clouds whenever the 

flames played brightly enough to reach it."2^ when 

Thomasin is confused about her future, she discusses her 

marriage to Wildeve and her fate with her aunt. The scene 

is as foggy as are her thoughts. Hardy describes a wintry 

day: "A stratum of ensaffroned light was imposed on a 

stratum of deep blue, and behind these lay still remoter 

27 

scenes v/rapped in frigid grey." ' The scene again is es

tablished by the use of light on the night v/hen Eustacia 

secretly joins the mummers at the Christmas party. Hardy 

states: "The form of Rainbarrov/ stood above the hills, and 

the moon stood above Rainbarrow. The air was charged with 
po 

silence and frost." The light imagery of Chapter iv is 

an example of Hardy's extensive use of lights. The light 

changes v/ith Clym's change of mood. The day starts v/ith 

the continuation of an argument between Clym and his 

mother. He sadly sits in his study and attempts to work as 

the day outside remains gloomy. In the evening when he 

goes to visit Eustacia, much of the gloom has disappeared 

even though the scene is in the darkness of night. The 

scene reflects Clym's confusion. He has, however, throvm 

off the gloom of his study. Hardy remarks: 

2^ Thomas Hardy, The Return of the Native (New York, 
1959), p. 65. 

2*̂  Ibid., pp. 117-18. 

2^ Ibid., p. 151. 
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The sky was clear from verge to verge, and the 
moon flun^ her rays over the whole heath, but 
without lighting it, except where paths and 
water-courses had laid bare the v/hite flints 
and glistening sand, which made streaks upon 
the general shade.29 

Although the moon is shining, it still conveys the sense of 

confusion and of uncertainty which surrounds Clym and 

Eustacia. 

Much later in the novel when Eustacia has become bored 

with married life and has resumed her wanderings, darkness 

once more shrouds her. V/hen she leaves her husband to at

tend a dance on the green, she watches the dancers in the 

evening light. She meets V/ildeve at the dance, and Hardy 

50 then speaks of the moonlight becoming a delight.^ Later 

when Eustacia and Wildeve leave the dance, the moonlight 

shines upon them. Hardy mentions the strange effect v/hich 

the moon has on the land as well as upon the characters: 

"The moon was nov/ waxed bright and silvery, but the heath 

was proof against such illumination, and there v/as to be 

observed the striking scene of a dark rayless tract of 

country under an atmosphere charged from its zenith to its 

51 extremities vdth whitest lights." 

In Book V, which is entitled "The Discovery," the 

moonlight symbolizes the coming events. Clym is to 

29 Ibid., p. 198. 

^^ Ibid., p. 265. 

^•^ Ibid., p. 266. 
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discover that his wife partially was the cause of his 

mother's death. The first chapter of the book is entitled 

"Wherefore Is Light Given to Him That Is in Misery." The 

scene is established by the moon: "One evening about three 

weeks after the funeral of Mrs. Yeobright, when the silver 

face of the moon sent a bundle of beams directly upon the 

floor of Clym's house at Alderworth, a woman came forth 
xp 

from within."^ The beams indicate the new light which is 

to enter Clym's mind. 

Scenes of night and darkness are used also to further 

the theme. Wildeve gambles away his wife's money to Venn 

on a night shrouded in darkness. They are able to continue 

their game only because of the light of glow worms, which 

Wildeve discovers and collects in a jar. Hardy states: 

"As their eyes grew accustomed to the darkness they per

ceived faint greenish points of light among the grass and 

ferns. These lights dotted the hillside like stars of a 

low magnitude. "^^ 

The darkness of night again furthers the theme at the 

time of Eustacia's death, which occurs upon the dark, 

rainy heath. Because of the darkness and of the blinding 

rain, she is unable to keep her rendezvous with Wildeve. 

She cannot see where to walk, and so she stumbles into the 

weir where she and Wildeve, who attempts to save her, 

^2 Ibid., p. 507. 

^^ Ibid., p. 255. 
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Thomas Hardy not only uses darkness inconspicuously 

establishing his scenes of gloom and in furthering hi 

theme, but also he hints of future events by using light 

imagery in his chapter titles. One chapter is entitled 

"Queen of Night." Another is called "Through the Moon

light." In the fifth book, four of the chapters have 

titles which mention darkness or gloom. The second 

chapter, for example, is called "A Lurid Light Breaks in 

upon a Darkened Understanding." 

Hardy speaks of darkness as he describes Eustacia and 

the aspects of her personality. Eustacia Vye is "The Queen 

34 
of Night."-' In his description of her, Hardy mentions 

darkness continuously: "To see her hair was to fancy that 

a v/hole winter did not contain darkness enough to form its 

shadov/—it closed over her forehead like nightfall ex

tinguishing the western glov/. . . . She had pagan eyes, 

full of nocturnal mysteries, and their light, as it'came 

and went and came again, was partially hampered by their 

oppressive lids and lashes. "̂ "̂  Light is again used to 

describe Eustacia in Book III: "V/ith the glance the calm 

fixity of her features sublimed itself as an expression 

of refinement and warmth; it was like garish noon rising 

^^ Ibid., p. 71. 

^^ Ibid., p. 72. 
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to the dignity of STinset in a couple of seconds. "^^ 

The sun and the light of day also are employed by 

Hardy, but since the work is a tragedy and is naturally 

gloomy, the sun and light imagery are not so obvious as is 

the dark imagery. Sunlight and starlight most often seem 

to accompany "Clym Yeobright and Thomasin. In the scenes in 

which they are presented and in which they have found hap

piness or tranquillity, the sun or bright stars usually 

reinforce their moods. In Book III, which is named "Fas

cination," Clym and Eustacia are enjoying the contentment 

of their new love, and Clym has almost secured happiness. 

This book has numerous scenes of sunshine. Hardy describes 

an afternoon v/hen Clym walks to meet Eustacia: "It v/as a 

sunny afternoon at the beginning of summer, and the moist 

hollows of the earth had passed from their brown to their 

green stage."^'^ Hardy compares Clym's and Eustacia's love 

to light: "They v/ere enclosed in a sort of luminous mist, 

which hid from them surroundings of any unharmonious 
58 

colour, and gave to all things the character of light." 

The sunlight seems to be a good friend of Thomasin and 

appears to accompany this girl, v/ho is a true child of 

nature. Hardy explains: "The oblique hand of sunlight 

which follov/ed her through the door became the young v/ife 

^^ Ibid., p. 187. 

"̂̂  Ibid., p. 208. 

^^ Ibid., p. 241. 
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well. It illuminated her as her presence illuminated the 

heath."^^ Thomasin seems to be a child of light, just as 

Eustacia is a child of darkness and of gloom. The star

light also seems to reinforce Thomasin's happy moods. 

After she recovers from the loss of her husband, she re

gains her old outlook toward life. Hardy says: "Winter 

again came around with its winds, frosts, tame robins, and 

40 
sparkling starlight." 

The light of the sim seems to presage the action v/hich 

is to develop. As Mrs. Yeobright goes forv/ard to ask her 

son's forgiveness, she faces a bright and sunny day, but 

the sun is too hot to be comfortable or even tolerable. 

The situation which Mrs. Yeobright is about to confront 

will seem even less tolerable. Hardy describes the scene: 

"The sun had branded the whole heath with his marks, even 

the purple heath-flov/ers having put on a brownness under 

41 
the dry blazes of the few preceding days." 

The sun also predicts the outcome of Diggory Venn's 

hopeful journey in Book I. Diggory goes to ask for 

Thomasin's hand on a sunny day, but the sun does not radi

ate hope. Hardy presents a scene of early morning: 

The next morning, at the time v/hen the height of 
the sun appeared very insignificant from any part 
of the heath as compared v/ith the altitude of 

^^ Ibid., p. 215. 

^^ Ibid., p. 582. 

^•^ Ibid., p. 276. 
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Rainbarrow, and when all the little hills in the 
lower levels were like an archipelago in a fog-
formed Aegean, the reddleman came from the 
brambled nook and ascended the slopes ofMistover 
I&iap.̂ 2 

The approach to nature's light in The Return of the 

Native differs from that in Far from the Madding Crowd. 

Darkness seems to dominate daylight and brightness. Hardy 

uses lights to reinforce the tragic aspects of the novel, 

which perhaps would not have the same forcefulness and 

the same significance if light imagery were not used so 

effectively. 

In the third novel, Tess of the d'Urbervilles, na

ture's lights are used to enhance the mood, to establish 

the scene, to further the theme, and to describe the char

acters. Darkness envelops Eustacia and corresponds vrith 

her personality. The sun seems to correspond more with 

Tess's personality, but it does not always indicate happi

ness or contentment for Tess. The sun shines on Tess in 

time of trouble as well as in time of happiness. Tess's 

major problems, most often develop, hov/ever, in darkness. 

Instances in which nature's light establishes the 

mood or the scene are noticed repeatedly. The place of 

Trantridge, in v/hich Tess loses her maindenhood, seems to 

have a dark aspect v/hile her home, which is a place of se

curity and of innocence for her, has a light aspect. 

^2 Ibid., p. 92. 
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Thomas Hardy emphasizes the difference in Tess's attitude 

toward the two places as he describes her return to her 

home after leaving Trantridge: 

The time was not long past daybreak, and the yel
low luminosity upon the horizen behind her back 
lighted the ridge towards v/hich her face was 
set—the barrier of the vale wherein she had of 
late been a stranger—which she would have to 
climb over to reach her birth place.^5 

Tess is leaving a place of disappointment and returning to 

a place of happiness. The scene in which Tess loses her 

maidenhood is one of mist and intense darkness; hov/ever, 

when she returns home to regain her composure and her hope 

for a good life,- she walks in light. Hardy takes an entire 

page to describe the appearance of the sun as it gazes upon 

Tess working in the cornfields. As Hardy describes the 

scene he says: "The sun, on account of the mist, had a 

curious sentient, personal look, demanding the masculine 

pronoun for its adequate expression." Tess finally de

cides to leave home once more to attempt to find a life of 

happiness and of peace. When she finds contentment at 

Talbothays Dairy and begins to fall in love with Angel 

Clare, the sun seems to reflect her feelings and their 

love. Hardy presents a beautiful scene which also reveals 

Tess's fresh happiness: "Rays from the sunrise drew forth 

^^ Thomas Hardy, Tess of the d'Urbervilles (London, 
1949), p. 95. 

^ Ibid., p. 109. 
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the buds and stretched them into long stalks, lifted up sap 

in noiseless streams, opened petals, and sucked out scents 

in invisible jets and breathings. "^5 After the two make 

plans to marry, the sun continues to greet them and seems 

to be as enthusiastic as they. Hardy describes the lovers: 

"She put her hand in his, and thus they v/ent on, to a place 

where the reflected sun glared up from the river, under a 

bridge, with a molten-metallic glow that dazzled their 

46 eyes, though the sun itself was hidden by the bridge." 

After Tess marries Angel, she acquires the courage to tell 

him of her past. Darkness again enters the scene and seems 

to indicate Angel's mental confusion and Tess's gloom. One 

night while the two are still in the same house together. 

Angel in his confusion sleepv/alks and carries Tess to the 

d'Urberville graves where he places her. Hardy states that 

47 

the scene occurs in darkness of midnight. ' As Angel de

cides to part from Tess, the light continues to set the 

mood for the two. Angel resolves to be separated from Tess 

at a time of "pale morning light. "^^ Angel takes Tess to 

Marlot and continues his journey home. Hardy sets the 

scene of Angel's return to his home v/ith the use of lights: 

^5 Ibid., p. 165. 

^ Ibid., pp. 248-49. 

"̂̂  Ibid., p. 515. 

^® Ibid., p. 520. 
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As he reached the door the new moon shone upon 
his face, just as the old one had done in the 
small hours of that morning when he had car
ried his wife across the river to the graveyard 
of the monks; but his face v/as thinner now.49 

After her separation fron Angel, Tess's life is filled 

with sorrow and with drudgery, especially when Alec 

d'Urberville discovers her once more. Hardy shows Tess's 

sentiments by using lights in the scene: "The cold moon 

looked aslant upon Tess's fogged face betv/een twigs of the 

garden-hedge as she paused outside the cottage which was 

her temporary home, d'Urberville pausing beside her."5^ 

In addition to establishing the moods and the scenes, 

lights have a significant role in advancing the theme. The 

lights particularly seem to have a part in the fate of 

Tess. One of the worst events of Tess's life occurs v/hen 

she loses her maidenhood in the dark and foggy v/oods of 

Trantridge. She and Alec become lost in the fog, and Tess 

is unable to find her way home so she spends the night in 

the woods with Alec. Much later in the novel when Tess has 

fallen in love and has married Angel, she talks of her past 

in the dark shades of night. The darkness matches the 

gloom which enters Angel's and Tess's relationship. She 

also seeks protection in darkness. After she has lost 

Angel, she travels alone along the highv/ays at night in 

^^ Ibid., p. 555. 

5^ Ibid., p. 428, 
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order to avoid notice. Hardy explains: "In lonely dis

tricts night is a protection rather than a danger to a 

noiseless pedestrian. . . . "-̂  

Nat\ire's lights help bring Tess shame, but they also 

further her hope for a new life. After Tess moves to 

Talbothays, the early morning lights help to intensify 

Angel's love for her. Hardy shov/s how the light increases 

their love: "The spectral half-compounded, aqueous light 

which pervaded the open mead, impressed them with a feel

ing of isolation as if they were Adam and Eve."-̂  Much 

later when Tess and Angel are reunited after a long separa

tion, they find isolation in the same darkness in which 

Tess first found her ruination. After Tess murders Alec 

d'Urberville, she runs av/ay v/ith Angel, who has returned to 

forgive her for her previous sin. The darkness and foggi-

ness caused by rains allow then a few days of solitary 

happiness before Tess is arrested for murder. The husband 

and wife seek shelter in a closed mansion v/hich is neg

lected by the dedicated caretaker because of the rain. 

Hardy describes the mansion and the situation as "strangely 

solemn and still."5^ The couple remain several days in the 

mansion before they are discovered by the caretaker. As 

5^ Ibid., p. 440, 

52 Ibid., p. 167. 

5^ Ibid., p. 497. 
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the sky clears and the sun bolsters the caretaker to a new 

exuberance, she rushes to the mansion to give it a good 

sunning and airing. Hardy states: "The brilliant sunrise 

made her unusually brisk; she decided to open the con

tiguous mansion immediately, and to air it thoroughly on 
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such a day."^ She discovers the two lovers who are en

veloped in sunlight. The darkness of the storm allows Tess 

to share some days of contentment with Angel, and the bright 

sun which follows the rains, brings abruptly her discovery. 

Darkness of night and of fog seems to be indifferent 

to the fate of Tess although it takes part in the events of 

her life. Tess, hov/ever, seems to be a child of the sun, 

but the sun almost seems to be playing with Tess's life. 

Each time she reaches a new realization of life or gains 

new hope for a happy life, the rays of the sun gaze down 

upon her almost in mockery. The sun seems to show knowl

edge of Tess's ultimate doom. The novel begins on a sunny 

day when Tess, as a young girl, is happy and gay and has 

hopes of a bright future. Soon after this day of sun and 

happiness, Tess in the darkness of mornins partially causes 

the death of her family's horse. Tess has hopes of making 

amends for her mistake as she sets out for the d'Urberville 

estate on another bright and sunny day. She then becomes 

involved v/ith Alec and loses her innocence in the fog of 

5^ Ibid., p. 498. 
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night. After a period of recovery at Marlott, she sets 

out once again to seek happiness at Talbothays Dairy. 

Hardy mentions: "Her hopes mingled with the sunshine in an 

ideal photosphere which surrounded her as she bounded along 

against the soft south wind. "55 ĵ ost of Tess's stay at 

Talbothays is a time of sunshine and of happiness. She 

finally marries Angel, and again the sun mocks her. Hardy 

describes their first afternoon of marriage: "The sun was 

so low that short last afternoon of the year that it shone 

in through a small opening and formed a golden staff which 

stretched across to her skirt, where it made a spot like a 

56 paint-mark set upon her."^ The spot seems to signify the 

blemish in Tess's past. Tess loses Angel, and then she 

returns to Marlott to mourn once more. She spends a bitter 

and dark winter at Flintcomb-Ash where she once more meets 

Alec, who again succeeds in hurting her. The sxm shines in 

mockery as Tess faces Alec, who has reformed and has become 

a preacher. Hardy describes their meeting: "The low 

winter sun beamed directly upon the great double-doored 

entrance on this side; one of the doors being open, so that 

the rays stretched for in over the threshing-floor to the 

preacher and his audience, all snugly sheltered from the 

57 northern breeze."^' 

55 Ibid., pp. 155-5^. 

5^ Ibid., p. 277. 

57 Ibid., p. 586. 
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The sun shines brightest upon Tess as she spends her 

last minutes with Angel, as she is arrested, and as she 

meets death. When the caretaker finds Tess and Angel in 

the mansion Hardy notes: "A stream of morning light 

through the shutter-chink fell upon the faces of the pair, 

wrapped in profound slumber, Tess's lips being parted like 

a half-opened flower near his cheek. "5° The sun seems to 

promote Tess's discovery. 

Tess and Angel leave the mansion and finally stop to 

rest at the awesome monuments of Stonehenge. V/hen the con

stables come to take Tess, they most appropriately discover 

her asleep upon the sacrificial altar to' the sun. Angel 

and the men stand back and gaze reverently upon Tess as she 

sleeps. Hardy presents the scene beautifully: 

All waited in the growing light, their faces and 
hands as if they v:ere silvered, the remainder 
of their figures dark, the stones glistening 
green-gray, the Plain still a mass of shade. 
Soon the light v/as strong, and a ray shone upon 
her imconscious form, peering under her eye
lids and v/aking her.59 

Tess, as an innocent and basically good person, seems al

most to have been born to become a sacrifice to nature. 

Although the sun soeras to be devoted to Tess, it delights 

in her ruin. The sun is shining as Tess meets death. 

Angel and Toss's young sister watch the prison, which is 

5^ Ibid., p. 499. 

5^ Ibid., p. 505. 
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Tess's place of death, from the hill. Hardy describes the 

solemn pair: "Though they were young they walked with 

bowed heads, which gait of grief the sun's rays smiled on 
60 

pitilessly." The sun shows no mercy for Tess, and yet 

it seems to adore her. 

Nature' s lights truly have a significant role in Tess 

of the d'Urbervilles. They are important in establishing 

the mood, in developing the theme, and in presenting the 

characters. Hardy approaches the use of lights differently 

in each of his novels, but he is successful in each ap

proach. None of. the novels would be complete if the light 

imagery were not used to its fullest extent. Eustacia 

would not be remembered as a dark, mysterious figure nor 

would Tess be seen as a creature of hope and of light. 

Hardy thus uses an aspect of nature, light, to its best 

advantage. 

^^ Ibid., p. 506. 



CHAPTER IV 

ANIMALS IN HARDY'S NOVELS 

In Far from the Madding; Crov/d, The Return of the 

Native, and Tess of the d'Urbervilles, Thomas Hardy uses 

numerous representatives from the animal kingdom not only 

as a means of description and setting, but also as figures 

who take an active part in the plots of the novels. Hardy 

reveals in his novels a deep sympathy for d\imb creatures. 

According to J. H. Fowler, Hardy's sensitivity tov/ard 

animals is intensified because Hardy thought of animals as 

he thought of men. Hardy saw all of God's creatures as 

subjected to an externally imposed fate which was not only 

unavoidable, but also "flagrantly unjust."^ Hardy presents 

several instances in v/hich figures of the animal kingdom 

are victims of tragic fates similar to those of the human 

characters. Both the fates of animals and of men often are 

unjust and quite ironic, according to Hardy. He further 

uses animals, as an aspect of nature, in establishing his 

moods, in developing his themes, and in depicting his char

acters and their dilemmas. Grimditch notes that Hardy's 

use of animals is sometimes playful and humorous, but adds 

that "it often becomes charged v/ith deep pathos, when the 

sorrows of the animal world are shovm not to be less than 

1 J. H. Fowler, Th^Tovels^f^_Tho£n^,^JJ^ (Oxford, 

1928), p. 8. 

5^ 
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our own, in their capacity for feelings."2 

'^ Far from the Madding Crov/d. the animal world holds 

an extremely significant place in the action. Hardy's 

compassion for the animal kingdom and his attitude that 

animals feel and behave much like man clearly are exempli

fied. Hardy gives his animals human characteristics and 

emotions. On one particular sunny morning, Bathsheba 

vainly sits in her wagon and gazes at herself in a mirror. 

Hardy states: 

What possessed her to indulge in such a per
formance in the sight of the sparrows, black
birds, and unperceived farmer who were alone 
its spectators—vi/hether the smile began as a 
factitious one, to test her capacity in that 
art—nobody knows; it ended certainly in a 
real smile.5 

Hardy again humanizes the bird kingdom when he speaks of a 

"knot of sparrov/s." Hardy says of them: "One might fancy 

scandal and rumour to be no less the staple topic of these 

little coteries on roofs thsin of those under them." When 

Boldwood comes to court Bathsheba, the animals are just as 

curious as are Bathsheba's hired men. Hardy mentions: 

"Bathsheba answered nothing, and the mare upon her arm 

seemed so impressed that instead of cropping the herbage 

^ Herbert B. Grimsditch, Character aiid Environment in 
the Novels of Thomas Hardy (Nev/ 'York, I9'b^j, p. 4;̂ . 

^ Thomas Hardy, Far from the Maddinfi; Crov/d (Boston, 
1957), p. 6. 

^ Ibid., p. 24. 
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she looked up.""̂  When Hardy speaks of Bathsheba's sheep 

being sheered, he speaks of a frightened ewe, who "blushes 

at the insult." 

As the animals take part in the action, they often 

suffer unjustly for their deeds. An instance of an animal 

suffering a terribly ironic fate which parallels that of 

man occurs in Chapter xxii of Far from the Madding Crov/d. 

Gabriel Oak's dog works laboriously to drive the flock off 

a precipice. He then is shot although he had expected to 

be re\>/arded for his deed. Hardy states: "The dog came up, 

licked his hand, and made signs implying that he expected 

some great reward for signal services rendered."'̂  

Just as Hardy reveals an innate sympathy for animals, 

his animal characters shov/ sympathy for and give aid to 

man. Gabriel's dog comes to his rescue at a time when he 

hardly escapes death. Bathsheba explains how she comes to 

save Oak from suffocation. 

I heard your dog hov/ling and scratching at the 
door of the hut when I came to the milking . . . . 
The dog sav/ me, and jumped over to me and laid 
hold of my skirt.^ 

Oak's dog senses his master's danger and frantically at

tempts to save him. 

5 Ibid., p. 111. 

^ Ibid., p. 128. 
7 
.Ibid., p. 55. 

^ Ibid., p. 20. 
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Another instance occurs in which an animal shows com

passion and gives aid to a fellow being. The dog is 

rebuked, just as man is often treated unjustly in his at

tempts to do good. A dog comes to the aid of Fanny Robin 

as she, in the ̂ last stages of exhaustion, struggles toward 

Casterbridge Union. Grimditch describes the situation as 

"the most moving of all Hardy's scenes in v/hich animals 
Q 

play a leading part."^ Grimditch remarks that "the 

incident is presented with great fidelity to nature and is 

not to be dismissed as improbable." Hardy describes the 

dog as he discovers Fanny: "The animal, v/ho was as home

less as she, respectfully withdrew a step or two v/hen the 

woman moved, and, seeing that she did not repulse him, he 

licked her hand again." Hardy then describes an ex

tremely poignant scene in which the dog drags Fanny toward 

Casterbridge Union: 
The ultimate and saddest singularity of v/onan's 
efforts and invention was reached v/hen, with a 
quickened breathing, she rose to a stooping 
posture, and resting her two little arms upon 
the shoulders of the dog, leant firmly thereon, 
and murmured stimulating words.-̂ ^ 

Hardy imagines the animal's sentiments: "The dog, who now 

thoroughly understood her desire and her incapacity, v/as 

^ Grimditch, p. 44. 

^0 Ibid. 

^^ Far from the Maddinp: Crov/d, p. 256. 

•̂^ Ibid. 



frantic in his distress. . . . "^^ The dog drags Fanny to 

the union, and ironically, he is stoned away by the people 

of the refuge. 

Fanny's fate is reflected in the dog's plight. Both 

the animal and the woman are without homes, and they wish 

only for someone to care about them. The dog is rejected 

by man in much the same way as Fanny is rejected by so

ciety. 

Thomas Hardy's animals, besides aiding man, also warn 

him of danger. On the night of Troy and Bathsheba's wed

ding feast, a storm develops. Hardy describes a situation 

in which all of the animals reflect the imminent storm and 

give man numerous v/arnings of foul v/eather. Gabriel Oak 

notices nature's various v/arnings. Hardy notes: 

Gabriel proceeded tov/ards his home. In ap
proaching the door, his toe kicked something 
which felt and sounded, soft, leathery, and dis
tended, like a boxing-glove. It v/as a large 
toad humbly travelling across the path. Oak 
took it up, thinking it might be better to kill 
the creature to save it from pain; but finding 
it \minjured. he placed it again among the 
grass. He knew what this direct message from ^^ 
the Great Mother meant. And soon came another. 

The second message is the discovery of a garden-slug v/ho 

has sought refuge in Gabriel's dv;elling. To make certain 

that the animals are predicting a storm, Gabriel goes out 

to see how the sheep are reacting. Hardy notices: 

•̂^ Ibid. 

•̂ ^ Ibid., p. 214. 

file:///minjured
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They were crowded close together on the other 
side around some furze bushes, and the first 
peculiarity observable v/as that, on the sudden 
appearance of Oak's head over the fence they 
did not stir or run away. They had now a 
terror of something greater than their terror 
of mein. But this v/as not the most notev/orthy 
feature; they were all grouped in such a v/ay 
that their tails, v/ithout a single exception, 
went towards that half of the horizon from 
which the storm threatened.^5 

Animals, as leading characters, do more than take part 

in the action. Hardy often uses animals to reinforce his 

scenes. As Hardy describes Oak's journey, he sets the 

scene with a description of the birds: 

. . . little birds in the hedges were rustling 
their feathers and tucking themselves in com
fortably for the night, retaining their places 
if Oak kept moving, but flying away if he stopped 
to look at them. He passed by Yalbury Wood v/here 
the game-birds were rising to their roosts, and 
heard the crack-voiced cock-peasants' 'cu-uck, 
cuck,' and the wheezy whistle of the hens.J-̂  

As Hardy describes the first morning after Bathsheba and 

Troy marry, he speaks of "the confused beginnings of many 

birds' songs. ""̂"̂  Hardy uses animals to describe. Gabriel 

as he wanders at night. Hardy says: 

He lingered and lingered on, till there was no 
difference betv/een the eastern and western 
expanses of sls7> and the timid hares began^to 
limp courageously round the dim hillocks. 

-^^ Ibid., p. 215 

"̂ ^ Ibid., p. 57. 

"̂"̂  Ibid., p. 208. 
no 

Ibid., p. 199. 
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Animal imagery is often enployed by Thomas Hardy to 

describe a character, his attitude, his predicaments, or 

his fears. Hardy, in describing Oak's attitude toward 

Bathsheba, compares him to an animal. He states: "His dog 

waited for his meals in a way so like that in which Oak 

waited for the girl's presence that the farmer v/as quite 

struck by the resemblance, felt it lov/ering, and v/ould not 
19 look at the dog." '̂  Hardy compares Bathsheba to birds as 

she mounts her horse: "The rapidity of her glide into this 

position was that of a kingfisher—its noiselessness that 

20 

of a hawk." Hardy describes Bathsheba's image of Bold-

wood by referring to a bird: "He had entirely bared his 

heart before her, even until he had almost v/orn in her eyes 

the sorry look of a grand bird v/ithout the feathers that 

make it grand." Hardy again refers to a bird as he 

speaks of Bathsheba: "No Christmas robin detained by a 
22 

window-pane ever pulsed as did Bathsheba now." Hardy 

describes Bathsheba as having ears as keen as "any v/ild 

animal. "̂ ^ He speaks of Troy as having an "animal 

spirit."^^ Hardy sometimes uses sheep in his animal 

-^^ Ibid., p. 22. 

^^ Ibid., p. 15. 

•̂̂  Ibid., p. 140. 

^^ Ibid., p. 169. 

^^ Ibid., p. 288. 

^^ Ibid., p. 280. 
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imagery. Sergeant Troy speaks of his "one little ewe-lamb 
25 

of pleasure." -̂  When Troy is shot by Boldwood, Hardy de
scribes the women as "aghast against the walls like sheep 

26 
in a storm." 

Hardy uses the animal kingdom and reveals his sympathy 

for creatures of the animal world continuously in Far from 

the Maddinp; Crowd. He uses animals again in The Return of 

the Native, but he does not employ them as extensively and 

as obviously as in the previous novel. Hardy uses animals 

more to establish a scene, develop his theme, and describe 

his characters. He does not present as often members of 

the animal kingdom as characters taking an active part in 

the plot as he does in Far from the Madding Crowd. Hardy's 

attitude tov/ard the animal kingdom still is inconspic

uously disclosed. 

Numerous instances occur in which Hardy employs crea

tures of the animal world as a means of depicting the 

appropriate scene for the ensuing action. Hardy describes 

the coming of spring on Egdon Heath and the blooming of 

Clym and Eustacia's love. Animals help in depicting the 

scene of coming spring: 

A timid animal world had come to life for the _ 
season. Little tadpoles and efts began to bubble 
up through the water, and to race along beneath 
it; toads made noises like very yô ang ducks and 

^5 Ibid., p. 154. 

Ibid., p. 556. 
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advanced to the margins in twos and threes-
overhead, bumblebees flew hither and thither in 
the thickening light, their drone coming and 
going like the sound of a gong.27 

Hardy uses other members of the animal kingdom to set the 

scene for a meeting between Clym and Eustacia. He states: 

Lizards, grasshoppers, and ants were the only 
living things to be beheld. The scene seemed 
to belong to the ancient world of the carbon
iferous period, when the forms of plants were 
few and of the fern kind; when there was neither 
bud nor blossom, nothing but a monotonous ex
tent of leafage, amid which no bird sang.28 

Animals are employed extensively to describe the scene 

of Clym on the heath working as a furze cutter: 

Bees hummed aroimd his ears with an intimate 
air and tugged at the heath and furze-flov/ers 
at his side in such numbers as to weigh them 
down to the sod. The strange amber-coloured 
butterflies which Egdon produced, and v/hich were 
never seen elsev/here, quivered in the breath of 
his lips, alighted upon his bov/ed back, and 
sported with the glittering point of his hook 
as he flourished it up and down. Tribes of 
emerald-green grasshoppers leaped over his feet, 
falling awkwardly on their backs, heads or hips, 
like imskilful acrobats, as chance might rule: 
or engaged themselves in noisy flirtations under 
the fern-fronds v/ith silent ones of homely hue. 
Huge flies, ignorant of larders and wire-
netting, and quite in a savage state, buzzed 
around him v/ithout knov/ing that he v/as a man. 
In and out of the fern-dells snakes glided in 
their most brilliant blue and yellow guise, it 
being the season immediately following the shed
ding of their old skins, v/hen their colours are 
brightest. Litters of young rabbits came out 
from their forms to sun themselves upon hillocks, 
the hot beams blazing through the delicate 

"̂̂  Thomas Hardy, The Return of the Native (New York, 
1959), p. 195. 

^® Ibid., p. 208. 
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tissue of each thin-fleshed in which the veins 
could be seen. None of them feared him.29 

When Mrs. Yeobright goes to see her son and Eustacia, 

she becomes worn by the long walk and stops to rest before 

approaching the house. Hardy places the scene amid the 

animal world: 

With the departure of the boy all visible 
animation disappeared from the landscape, 
though the intermittent husky notes of the 
male grasshoppers from every tuft of furze 
were enough to show that amid the prostration 
of the larger animal species an unseen insect 
world was busy in all the fullness of life.50 

The depiction of Mrs. Yeobright's journey toward home after 

she attempts a reconciliation with Clym, is intensified by 

a description of a heron v/hich she watches as she rests 

before continuing her walk. Hardy states: 

While she looked a heron arose on that side of 
the sky and flev/ on vdth his face tov/ards the 
sun. He had come dripping v/et from some pool 
in the valleys, and as he flew the edges and 
lining of his wings, his thigh, and his breast 
were so caught by the bright sunbeams that he 
appeared as if formed of burnished silver. Up 
in the zenith where he was seemed a free and 
happy place, av/ay from all contact with the 
earthly ball to which she was pinioned; and 
she wished that she could arise uncrushed from 
its surface and fly as he flew then.-̂ -̂  

Mrs. Yeobright wishes for freedom from her burdens and from 

all her earthly cares. 

On the mornins when Clym discovers that his vdfe had 

^^ Ibid., pp. 255-5^^ 

^^ Ibid., p. 289. 

^•^ Ibid., p. 290. 
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partially been the cause of his mother's death, the crea

tures of nature help establish a mood of gloom. Hardy 

mentions: 

All the life visible was in the shape of a 
solitary thrush cracking a small snail upon the 
door-stone for his breakfast, and his tapping 
seemed a loud noise in the general silence 
which prevailed; . . . 52 

In Book V Hardy humanizes the animal world to estab

lish the mood. As Clym returns home after his mother's 

death. Hardy states: "He unlocked the gate, and found 

that a spider had already constructed a large web, tying 

the door to the lintel, on the supposition that it was 

never to be opened again."^^ 

Animals also reinforce Clym's tense mood of expectancy 

as he wishes for Eustacia's return after their quarrel and 

after she returns to the captain's cottage to live. Hardy 

describes Clym's strained mind v/ith the use of animals: 

A bird searching for worms in the mould of the 
flowerbeds sounded like her hand on the latch of 
the gate; and at dusk, when soft, strange ven
triloquisms come from holes in the ground hollov/ 
stalks, curled dead leaves, and other crannies 
wherein breezes, v/orms, and insects can work 
their will, he fancied that they v/ere Eustacia, 
standing without and breathing v/ishes of 
reconciliation.5^ 

There are only a few of the instances in v/hich Hardy 

uses the creatures of the animal world to intensify or to 

^^ Ibid., p. 524. 

^^ Ibid., p. 517. 

^^ Ibid., p. 5^5. 
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reinforce a scene or a character's mood. Hardy skillfully 

employs members of the animal kingdom in developing most 

clearly and most appropriately the necessary scenes in 

which he presents his characters in their various dilemmas. 

Animals take part in The Return of the Native not only 

by establishing the appropriate stage for the action, but 

also by furthering the theme. For example, on the night of 

the poker game between Wildeve and Diggory Venn, the game 

almost has to come to an end when: " . . . a large death's 

head moth advanced from the obscure outer air, wheeled 

twice round the lantern, flew straight at the candle, and 

extinguished it by the force of the blow. "^5 rpĵ ĝ ^QJ^Q is 

continued in the darkness after Wildeve frantically gathers 

together a group of glowv\/orms v/ho "put forth their greatest 

brilliancy."^^ 

The animal kingdom furthers the theme once more on the 

evening v/hen the melancholy Mrs. Yeobright retraces her 

steps toward her home after being turned away from Clym's 

door. She stops to rest upon a mat of shepherd's thyme, 

and as she gazes at the sky and reflects upon her life, she 

is stung by an adder. Mrs. Yeobright dies because of the 

adder's bite. Her death brings numerous ramifications. 

Clym and Eustacia become separated because of Mrs. Yeo

bright, and, ultimately, Wildeve and Eustacia both drov/n in 

^5 Ibid., p. 255. 

^^ Ibid., p. 256, 

_ 
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the weir because of the sting of the adder. 

Just as Hardy strengthens his descriptions in Far from 

the Maddinp; Crov/d through animal imagery, he also advances 

his descriptions and explanations in The Return of the 

Native by using animals and particularly birds. On numer

ous occasions he compares Thomasin to birds. Hardy pre

sents a detailed description of Thomasin: 

In her movements, in her gaze, she reminded the 
beholder of the feathered creatures who lived 
around her home. All similes and allegories 
concerning her began and ended v/ith birds. 
There was as much variety in her motions as in 
their flight. When she was musing she v/as a 
kestrel, v/hich hangs in the air by an invisible 
motion of its wings. V/hen she was in a high 
wind her light body v/as blov/n against trees and 
banks like a heron's. When she v̂ as frightened 
she darted noiselessly like a kingfisher. V/hen 
she v/as serene she skimmed like a sv/allow, and 
that is how she v/as moving now.5/ 

He again compares her to a bird when he discusses her mar

riage to Venn. He states: 

Thomasin shov/ed no such superiority to the 
group at the door, fluttering her hand as 
quickly as a bird's wing tov/ard them, and ask
ing Diggory, v/ith tears in her eyes, if they 
ought not to alight and speak to these kind 
neighbors.58 

Eustacia Vye also is compared to a bird. When 

Eustacia is attempting to contrive an introduction to Clym 

Yeobright, Hardy states: 

That she would behold face to face the ovmer 

"̂̂  Ibid., p. 215. 

^^ Ibid., p. 400. 
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of the awakening voice within the limits of 
such a holiday was most unlikely, unless she 
were to haunt the environs of his mother's 
house like a robin, to do which was difficult 
and unseemly.57 

Hardy describes the old captain's attitude toward Eustacia 

when he says that the grandfather's indifference "left her 

free as a bird to follow her o\m courses." Hardy ex

plains that Charley, who feared that Eustacia might at

tempt suicide after leaving Clym, watched her "as he would 

watch the head of a stockdove to learn if it contemplated 

flight. "^^ 

Hardy on one occasion uses birds to clarify the type 

of love which Clym might nurture for another, after having 

loved Eustacia. The novelist explains: "Even supposing 

him capable of loving again, that love v/ould be a plant of 

slow and laboured grov/th, and in the end only small and 

42 
sickly, like an autumn-hatched bird." Hardy, earlier, 

compares Clym's life as that of a furze cutter to the life 

of an insect. He states: 

He appeared as a mere parasite of the heath, 
fretting its surface in his daily labour as a 
moth frets a garment, entirely engrossed v/ith 
its products, having no knov/ledge of anything in 
the world but fern, furze, heath, lichens, and 
moss.^5 

^^ Ibid. 

^Q Ibid. 

^•^ Ibid. 

^^ Ibid. 

^^ Ibid. 

p. 125. 

p. 152. 

p. 557. 

p. 585. 

p. 278. 
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Another example of animal imagery occurs when Hardy 

describes perfectly the manner in which Wildeve sympathizes 

with Thomasin. He touches her cheek "as if she were some 
44 domestic animal." 

Hardy's use of animals is as extensive in The Return 

of the Native as it is in Far from the Maddinp; Crowd, but 

he employs his animal characters in a different manner. 

They are not used as much as major characters who expe

rience the unjust fates common to all. They are used to 

describe, to establish scenes, and to further the theme. 

Animals are valuable as characters, as a means of 

setting the scene, and as factors in the development of the 

theme in Tess of the d'Urbervilles. Descriptions also are 

enhanced through animal imagery. 

V/hile the animal world, and particularly the birds, 

take part in the plot, they also hint at future action and 

reflect the characters' fates. The animals seem almost to 

prophesy for Tess her future of unhappiness and chaos. On 

the day v/hen Tess prepares to leave for the d'Urberville 
45 

estate, she packs to the song of "one prophetic bird." 

The solitary bird seems almost to know v/hat Tess's fate 

will be. The birds again express a sense of future sorrow 

as Tess and Angel leave Talbothays after their marriage. 

^ Ibid., p. 5^7. 

^5 Thomas Hardy, Tess of the d'Urbervilles (London, 
1949), p. 56. 
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Hardy describes the scene as Tess and Angel give their 

farewells, which were followed by silence: 

It was interrupted by the crowing of a cock. 
The white one with the rosecomb had come and 
settled on the palings in front of the house, 
within a few yards of them, and his notes 
thrilled their ears through, dwindling away 
like echos dovm a valley of rocks.^6 

All of the people of Talbothays knew that the crowing of an 

afternoon crow is a bad sign. The crow seems to be pre

dicting the drowning of Retty Priddle and the future misery 

which is to befall Tess. 

The birds not only serve as a prophet for Tess, but 

also they help her to realize that other beings share her 

plight. Tess, as she travels toward Flintcomb-Ash after 

having experienced numerous trials and while feeling deep 

sorrow, spends a night in the woods. In the morning as she 

creeps from among the leaves, she discovers on the ground 

many pheasants suffering from wounds given them in the 

interest of sport. Hardy describes the feathered creatures 

who were "brought into being by artificial means solely to 

gratify these propensities." '̂  Tess could not understand 

these men who could be, as Hardy explains: " . . . at once 

so unmannerly and so unchivalrous tov/ards their v/eaker 

4R 
fellows in Nature's teeming family." As Tess tries to 

^ Ibid., p. 274. 

^'^ Ibid., p. 55-̂ . 
4R 

Ibid., p. 555. 

i 
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put all the suffering animals out of their misery, tears 

come to her eyes. Grimditch explains that Tess draws a 

lesson from the plight of the pheasants in reference to her 
49 

own suffering. ^ Hardy describes her attitude and her 

shame: 

'Poor darlings—to suppose myself the most 
miserable being on earth in the sight o' such 
misery as yours I' she exclaimed, her tears 
running down as she killed the birds tenderly. 
•And not a twinge of bodily pain about me! I 
be not mangled, and I be not bleeding, and I 
have two hands to feed and clothe me.' She was 
ashamed of herself for her gloom of the night 
based on nothing more tangible than a sense of 
condemnation under an arbitrary law of society 
which had no foundation in Nature.50 

The birds are present at the wedding of Tess to Angel, 

and they predict her unhappiness. Birds also accompany 

Tess as she spends her last days v/ith Angel before she 

faces execution. Hardy describes the scene: "The changes 

of the weather were their only events, the birds of the New 

Forest their only company. "-̂  

Animals, specifically birds, help Hardy on n\merous 

occasions to create the best scene or mood for the action. 

When Prince, the Durbeyfield horse, dies after his colli

sion with the mail-cart, the atmosphere changes to fit 

Tess's gloom. Hardy explains: "The atmosphere turned 

pale, the birds shook themselves in the hedges, arose, and 

49 
Grimditch, p. 45. 

5^ Tess of the d'Urbervilles, p. 555. 

5^ Ibid., p. 498. 
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52 

twittered."^ On the morning when Tess leaves home for the 

second time her good cheer is expressed by the birds. 

Hardy says that "in every bird's note seemed to lurk a 

joy."̂ -̂  The feathered creatures again help establish the 

scene for the growing love of Tess and Angel as they work 

in the early morning light of summer. Hardy states: "At 

these non-human hours they could get quite close to the 

54 waterfowl."^ As he discusses the summer fog he says: 

"Birds would soar through it into the upper radiance, and 

hang on the wing sunning themselves, or alight on the v/et 

rails subdividing the mead, which now shone like glass 

rods."'̂ '̂  The birds share the feelings of depression felt 

by the dairymaids on a morning v/hen Angel is absent. Hardy 

notes: "For four impassioned ones around that table the 

sunshine of the morning went out at a stroke, and the birds 

muffled their song."'̂  

Animals are as important in furthering the theme of 

Tess of the d'Urbervilles as they are in setting the mood. 

Tess's misery and plight begins v/hen she is responsible for 

the death of the Durbeyfield horse. The horse collides 

with the mail-cart in the dark of early morning. Hardy 

5^ Ibid., p. 56. 

5^ Ibid., p. 15^. 

5^ Ibid., p. 168, 

55 Ibid. 

5^ Ibid., p. 200, 
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explains the accident: 

The pointed shaft of the cart had entered the 
breast of the unhappy Prince like a sword, and 
from the wound his life's blood was spouting 
in a stream and falling with a hiss into the 
road.-?7 

Tess moves to Trantridge in an attempt to make amends for 

the death of Prince for which she feels responsible. 

When Tess leaves home to work for Alec, she has the 

job of caring for Mrs. d'Urbervilie's fowls. The animal 

kingdom thus furnishes Tess with her first job which leads 

to her second experience with misery. Tess leaves Marlot 

for the second time in hopes of finding a happy life. Her 

second job away from home is as a dairymaid. The animal 

kingdom again furnishes Tess with a means of sustenance. 

Animal imagery is instrumental in Hardy's descriptions 

of his characters and their attitudes. Hardy uses animal 

imagery to describe Tess's reaction to the coming of 

spring: " . . . it moved her, as it moved the wild ani

mals, and made her passionate to go. "5 Hardy compares 

Tess to a bird as she listens to Angel strum his harp: 

" . . . as she listened, Tess, like a fascinated bird, 

could not leave the spot."5^ Later when Tess's and Angel's 

love matures, they take evening v/alks together as the 

dairy-people watch and appreciate their happiness. Hardy 

5^ Ibid., p. 55. 

5^ Ibid., p. 126. 

5"̂  Ibid., p. 158. 
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comments: "They marked the buoyancy of her tread, like the 

skim of a Mrd which had not quite lighted. "5° Hardy also 

describes Tess as a young girl "who had been caught during 

her days of immaturity like a bird in a spring, "^l ^^^her 

instance in which Tess is compared to the feathered crea

tures occurs when Angel decorates her in his godmother's 

jewels: 

f^fn^^""^^ ^v^^f' ^^""^ feathers make fine birds; 
L^^^f^^ ^^^^ v""* very moderately prepossessing 
«^H^^^^^''^^-?V^?'^''^^ ̂ ^ ̂ ^^ si^Pl^ condition ^ and attire, will bloom as an amazing beauty if 
clothed as a woman of fashion with the aids that 
Art can render.^^ 

Thomas Hardy in Far from the Madding Crowd. The Return 

of the Native, and Tess of the d'Urbervilles reveals a com

passion for and an imderstanding of all the members of the 

animal kingdom. He shov/s sympathy for them in their suf

ferings which parallel the unjust plights of man. He pre

sents his animals as if they share the thoughts, feelings, 

and experiences of humanity. Hardy uses animals to rein

force his scenes and to help in the development of his 

themes. Animal imagery helps Hardy to clarify his descrip

tions. Hardy appears to have used bird imagery most often 

in these representative v/orks. The novelist approaches his 

animal characters differently iii each novel, but they are 

noticeably present in all three. 

^^ Ibid., p. 249. 

•̂̂  Ibid., p. 251. 

^^ Ibid., p. 281. 



CHAPTER V 

PLANTS IN HARDY'S NOVELS 

Thomas Hardy's observation and appreciation of minute 

details in nature is evidenced in his use of plants as a 

source for background, mood, theme, and imagery in his 

three exemplary novels. In Far from the Madding Crov/d the 

plant kingdom establishes the background for the action 

and, at the same time, symbolizes the moods and the atti

tudes of the characters or hints of future events. The 

plant world also aids the characters in finding a means of 

atonement and in seeking protection or a place of hiding. 

The plants help to advance the theme. The use of plant 

imagery also aids the author in depicting his characters. 

The plant v/orld has as significant a role in The 

Return of the Native as it does in Far from the Madding 

Crowd. The gloomy aspect of Egdon Heath is heightened by 

the use of plant imagery. The heath sets the mood for the 

tragedy which ensues and reflects the sinister character of 

Eustacia Vye. Plant imagery seems to be employed primarily 

as a means of creating and sustaining the dark and mys

terious mood. The plant v/orld does not serve so much as a 

protector or as a sympathizer. The use of the plant king

dom does not seem to be employed to the fullest extent in 

the second novel as it is in the first. 

The background for Tess of the d'Urbervilles is 

74-
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established and is intensified through the use of the 

plant kingdom. Eustacia Vye in The Return of the Native 

receives no pity from the plants; however, Tess seems to 

receive their sympathy even though they cannot alleviate 

her miseries. The mood for the action is reinforced by 

the surrounding vegetation. Tess's beauty is enhanced by 

the flowers of nature, and her fate is symbolized through 

the descriptions of her homeland and the land of her doom. 

The plant world also serves as a means of protection for 

Tess. Plant imagery further helps Hardy in his descrip

tions of his characters' features, moods, and person

alities. 

Hardy in Far from the Madding Crowd further estab

lishes his moods and suggests action by his descriptions 

of the surrounding landscape. On the morning Gabriel Oak 

sees Bathseliba for the first time, the surrounding plants 

have a curious effect. Hardy says: "The myrtles, gera

niums, and cactuses packed around her were fresh and green, 

and at such a leafless season they invested the whole con

cern of horses, waggon, furniture, and girl with a peculiar 

vernal charm. ""̂  The flov/ers not only increase Oak's ap

preciation for Bathsheba's beauty, but also, as Eleanore 

Waggoner suggests, the myrtle symbolizes Oak's future love 

for Bathsheba. Eleanore Waggoner mentions that myrtle 

^ Thomas Hardy, Far from the Madding Crowd (Boston, 
1957), p. 6. 
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traditionally is a symbol of love.^ Hardy describes the 

scenery of Norcombe Hill where Oak watches his flock and 

where he sees Bathsheba for the second time: 

The hill was covered on its northern side by 
an ancient and decaying plantation of beeches, 
whose upper verse formed a line over the crest, 
fringing" its arched curve against the sky, 
like a mane. . . . Between this half-wooded 
hill, and the vague still horizon that its sum
mit indistinctly commanded, was a mysterious 
sheet of fathomless shade—the sounds from 
which suggested that what it concealed bore 
some reduced resemblance to features here. The 
thin grasses, more or less coating the hill, 
were touched by the wind in 'bleezes of dif
fering powers, and almost of differing natures— 
one rubbing the blades heavily, another raking 
them piercingly, another brushing them like a 
soft broom.5 • ' 

Plants again are used to establish the appropriate 

setting for the meetings between Bathsheba and the second 

man of her life. Hardy describes the scene in which Bold-

wood comes to court Bathsheba: 

It was now early spring—the time of going to 
grass v/ith the sheep, v/hen they have the first 
feed/of the meadov/s, before these are laid up 
for mowing. . . . The vegetable v/orld begins to 
move and sv/ell and the saps to rise, till in 
the completest silence of lone gardens and 
trackless plantations, where everything seems 
helpless and still are bond and slavery of 
frost, there are bustlings, strainings, united 
thrusts, and pulls-all-together, in comparison 
with v/hich the powerful tugs of cranes and 

Eleanore V/aggoner, ••^ree.Haasery and^Symbolism^xn^^^ 

r;̂ 7riTeP̂ ~C"un-
lege, 1965)? 

^ Far froin the Hadding ,S:Hi2.' P^' ̂'"̂ -
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• pulleys in a noisy city are but pigmy efforts.''̂  

Bathsheba speaks to Boldwood as he stands by the gate, 

"where he was overhung by a willow tree in full bloom. "̂  

As Eleanore Waggoner mentions, the willow tree tradi

tionally symbolizes sadness and in the novel seems to hint 

at the sadness that Boldwood will experience when he is re

jected by Bathsheba and the sadness that he will bring to 

Bathsheba. 

Hardy describes the season of sheep shearers by pre

senting a detailed picture of the plant world: 

It was the first day of June, and the sheep-
shearing season culminated, the landscape, even 
to the leanest pasture, being all heath and 
colour. Every green was young, every pore v/as 
open, and every stalk was swollen with racing 
currents of juice. God v/as palpably present in 
the coimtry, and the devil had gone with the 
world to tov/n. Flossy catkins of the later 
kinds, fern-sprouts like bishops' croziers, the 
square-headed moschatel, the odd cuckoo-pint,— 
like an apolectic saint in a niche of mala
chite,—snov/v/hite ladies'-smocks, the toothwort, 
approximating to human flesh, the enchanters 
night-shade, and the black-petaled dolefulbells, 
were among the quainter objects of the vegetable 
world in and about Weatherbury at this teeming 
time.7 

Hardy also describes the scene in which "lush ferns" 

envelop Bathsheba as she goes for the first time to meet 

Sergeant Troy, the third man in.her life: "Bathsheba 

^ Ibid., pp. 106-07. 

^ Ibid., p. 107. 

Waggoner, p. 15. 

7 Far from the Maddinp;,. Crowd, pp. 125-26. 
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appeared in their midst, their soft, feathery arms ca

ressing her up to her shoulders."® Morrell describes this 

as the "garden image," and he states that Hardy used the 

image "to indicate the encroucliment of nature, of the 

sexual instinct, upon a woman's will, and the v/eakening of 
q 

her power to resist."-^ 

On the morning after Bathsheba marries the third man 

of her life. Hardy uses again the plant world to establish 

his scene: "The creeping plants about the old manor-house 

were bowed with rows of heavy water drops, v/hich had upon 

objects behind them the effect of minute lenses of high 

magnifying pov/er." The plants with their drooping heads 

seem to reflect the many sorrows which develop from the 

ill-fated marriage. The plants again seem to speak of 

action on a night when Bathsheba and Troy return from mar

ket. Eleanore Waggoner notices that the withering leaves 

in the scene seem to symbolize the early withering of the 

love shared by Bathsheba and Troy."̂ "̂  Hardy states: "They 

moved on without further speech, some early-withered 

leaves from the trees v/hich hooded the road at this spot 

® Ibid., p. 160. 

^ Roy Morrell, T̂ hnmnR Hardy, the Will and the Way 
(Kuala Lumpur, 1965), P- 1<̂ "̂-

^^ Far from the Madding Crov/d, p. 208. 

Waggoner, p. 18. 
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occasionally spinning across the path to the earth. "•'•̂  

The trees also establish the mood of gloom v/hen 

Poorgrass carries Fanny Robin's body home. Hardy states: 

Joseph Poorgrass looked round upon his sad 
burden as it loomed faintly through the 
flowering lauransbinus, then at the unfath
omable gloom amid the high trees on each hand, 
indistinct, shadowless, and spectre like in 
their monochrome of grey.15 

These are only a few of the instances in which Hardy uses 

plants to establish his scene or mood. 

Some examples of the furtherance of the theme by 

plants should also be noted. Bathsheba meets Sergeant 

Troy for the first time when his spur becomes entangled in 

her skirts because of the density of the fir plantation 

through v-/hich they are both passing. As Eleanore Waggoner 

states, the firs might also symbolize the beginning of an 

unhappy love.^^ After Bathsheba falls in love with Troy, 

he tells her lies to keep her respect and her devotion. 

He tells her that he attends church and that he sits alone 

in the gallery. Oak discovers Troy's deception when he 

walks by the churchyard. Hardy states: 

The pale lustre yet hanging in the north-western 
heaven was sufficient to show that a sprig of 
ivy had grov.Ti fron the v/all across the door to 
a length of more than a foot, delicately tying 
the panel to the stone jamb. It v/as a decisive 

^^ Far from the Madding Crov/d, p. 250. 

"̂^ Ibid., p. 2^9. 

14 -. r-
Waggoner, p. 15* 
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proof that the door had not been opened at 
least since Troy came back to Weatherbury.-^^ 

Not only does the plant kingdom aid the author in his 

descriptions, but also it aids the characters in their 

quandaries. First the surrounding plants serve as a means 

of protection. When Oak comes to propose to Bathsheba, she 

hides from him behind a holly bush. The holly bush pro-

tects Bathsheba, but it also has special meaning to Oak 

and to the reader. Hardy describes Oak's attitude: 

He regarded the red berries between them over 
and over again, to such an extent that holly 
seemed in his after life to be a cypher sig
nifying a proposal of marriage.^6 

The holly bush traditionally symbolizes defense, and it ap-

17 propriately hides Bathsheba. ' As Eleanore Waggoner 

states, the bush represents Bathsheba's defense against 

marriage to Oak, who realizes that he must avoid proposals 

of marriage to Bathsheba. As the holly trees protect 

Bathsheba, "several ancient trees" protect Fanny as she 

sneaks away from Weatherbury.•'"̂  Vegetation also serves as 

a secret meeting place for Bathsheba and Troy. Hardy 

describes a pit in which they meet: 

The middle within the belt of verdure was 

^^ Far from the Madding Crov/d, p. 171. 

^^ Ibid., p. 28. 

"̂̂  Ernest Lehner and Johanna Lehner, Folklore and 
Symbolism of Flov/ers, Plants, and Trees (New York, I960;, 
p. 118. 

18 
Waggoner, p. 10. 
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floored vrith a thick flossy carpet of moss 
and grass intermingled, so yielding that the 
foot was half-buried within it.19 

Later when Troy expresses contempt for Bathsheba after 

Fanny's death, the wife seeks hiding in the trees. Hardy 

says she finds shelter in "a thicket overhung by some large 
20 

oak and beech trees." 

The plant world serves as protection for edifices as 

well as for people. Bathsheba's house is described by 

Hardy: 

Soft brown mosses, like faded velveteen, formed 
cushions upon the stone tiling, and tufts of 
the houseleek or sengreen sprouted from the 
eaves of the low surrounding buildings.21 

The plant kingdom also provides a means by which 

Bathsheba and Sergeant Troy can seek atonement. When Bath

sheba sends Joseph for Fanny Robin's body, she tells him to 

take evergreens, yews, laurustinus, and chrysanthemums to 

cover the coffin.^^ The yew traditionally symbolizes grief 

and death.^^ Hardy may have used the yew symbolically to 

represent Fanny's death. When Fanny's body is placed in 

Bathsheba's home and when Bathsheba opens the coffin, she 

places flov/ers around Fanny as a way of asking for 

^^ Far from the Madding Crov/d, p. 161. 

^^ Ibid., p. 267. 

•̂̂  Ibid., p. 65. 

^^ Ibid., p. 2 ^ . 

^ Lehners, p. 128. 
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forgiveness for her boldness and for her rudeness. Hardy 

says: "In her desire to make atonement she took flowers 

from a vase by the window, and began laying them around the 
24 

dead girl's head." Sergeant Troy also uses flowers in 

his attempt to make up for all the misery he previously had 

caused Fanny. Strangely enough Troy does his work of 

planting the flowers upon Fanny's grave under a yew tree. 

The tree seems to be symbolic of Troy's sorrow. Hardy 

names the flowers which Troy plants: 

There were bundles of snowdrop, hyacinth, and 
crocus bulbs, violets and double daisies, 
which v/ere to bloom in early spring, and of 
carnations, pinks, picotees, lilies of the 
valley, forget-me-not, summer's farewell, 
meadow-saffron and others, for the later sea
sons of the year.25 

Many of these flowers have symbolic meanings. For example, 

the lilies-of-the-valley may mean "Let us make up I" Car

nations, depending on the color, may symbolize pure love, 

rejection, admiration, or antipathy. ' The violet means: 
po 

"I return your love." Daisies may symbolize "purity of 

thought and loyal love."^ The symbolism of Hardy's 

24 
Far from the Madding Crov/d, p. 264. 

^^ Ibid., p. 276. 

26 

Lehners, p. 120. 

"̂̂  Ibid., p. 115. 

^® Ibid., p. 127. 

^^ Ibid., p. 114. 
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flowers may or may not have been intentional, but the sym

bolic meanings are appropriate for the occasion. 

Hardy uses the plant world in many of his descriptions 

of characters, their thoughts, and their perplexities. He, 

for instance, in a description of Bathsheba remarks: 

" . . . her face red and moist from her exertions, like a 

peony petal before the sun dries off the dew."^^ In de

scribing the old maltster Hardy states: "This aged man was 

now sitting opposite the fire, his frosty white hair and 

beard overgrovi/ing his gnarled figure like the grey moss and 

lichen upon a leafless apple-tree."^ Hardy uses a quote 

from Keats to describe the rejuvenated appearance of 

Bathsheba: "As though a rose should shut and be a bud 

again."^ 

Tv/o of the main characters are described most fully 

through their names. Many of the people with whom Gabriel 

Oak worked called him master. The title Master Oak de

scribes much about Gabriel. The oak usually symbolizes 

strength and stability.^^ Gabriel consistently reveals his 

strength of character and is actually the stabilizing force 

throughout the entire novel. Another character whose name 

^^ Far from the Madding Crov;d, p. 26. 

•̂̂  Ibid., p. 47. 

^^ Ibid., p. 555. 
22 

"^^ Waggoner, p. 4. 
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describes his character and whose name is related to the 

plant world is Mr. Boldwood. As Eleanore Waggoner states: 

"When his equilibrium is upset, his actions become bold 

and violent.""^ 

Hardy's use of the plant world is quite extensive in 

Far from the Madding Crowd. He employs vegetation again in 

The Return of the Native, but he uses plants mainly to re

inforce his mood of gloom and mystery. Egdon Heath is the 

main character in The Return of the Native. Its moods and 

its scenery seem to make the characters behave as they do. 

The scenes do correspond with the moods and the behavior 

of the characters. As Eustacia walks across the heath. 

Hardy describes the world which she hates and which Clym, 

who is soon to return to the heath, loves: 

This brought her to a spot in which the green 
bottom of the dale began to widen, the f\irze 
bushes to recede yet further from the path on 
each side, till they were diminished to an 
isolated one here and there by the increasing 
fertility of the soil. Beyond the irregular 
carpet of grass was a rov/ of white palings, 
which marked the verge of the heath in this 
latitude. They shov/ed upon the dusky scene 
that they bordered as distinctly as v/hite lace 
on velvet. Behind the white palings v/as a 
little garden; behind the garden an old, ir
regular thatched house facing the heath, and 
commanding a full view of the valley.55 

The aspect of the heath reflects Eustacia's mysterious 

^^ Ibid., p. 5. 

^^ Thomas Hardy, The Return of̂ bĥ jjâ bive (New York, 

1959), p. 115. 
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behavior on the night that she joins the mummers. Hardy 

says: "The masses of furze and heath to the right and left 

were dark as ever; a mere half-moon was powerless to silver 

such sable features as theirs."^^ According to the 

Lehners, furze symbolizes "cheerfulness in adversity," and 

here it may hint at the cheer which Clym will feel as he 

works as a furze-cutter.'̂ '̂  Hardy sets another scene for an 

afternoon meeting between Eustacia and Clym: 

He was in a nest of vivid green. The ferny 
vegetation round him, though so abundant, was 
quite uniform—it was a grove of machine-made 
foliage, a world of green triangles with 
saw-edges, and not a single flower. The air 
was warm with a vaporous v/armth, and the still
ness was unbroken.58 , ; 

Hardy again describes the scene as Eustacia walks toward a 

dance on the green: 

Tall ferns buried her in their leafage v/hen-
ever her path lay through them, v\rhich now 
formed miniature forests, though not one stem 
of them would remain to bud the next year.5':̂  

Hardy hints at Eustacia's fate, for just as the ferns will 

not return the next year, neither v/ill Eustacia. Morrell's 

theory of the "garden image" which concerns the pov/er of 
_ 40 

nature over a woman's will might be .applicable here also. 

^^ Ibid., p. 156. 

-^^ Lehners, p. 117. 

5^ The Return of the I l a t i v e , p . 208. 

^^ I b i d . , p . 260 . 

^^ Morrel l , p . 102. 
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The mood of sadness accompanying Mrs. Yeobright is 

established by Hardy's description of a scene: "The sun 

had branded the whole heath with his mark, even the p\irple 

heath-flowers having put on a brovmness under the dry 

blazes of the few preceding days."^^ Another scene is 

established as Mrs. Yeobright approaches her son's home: 

The leaves of the hollyhocks hung like half-
closed umbrellas, the sap almost simmered in the 
stems, and foliage with a smooth surface glared 
like metallic mirrors. A small apple tree, of 
the sort called Ratheripe, grev/ just inside the 
gate, the only one which throve in the garden, 
by reason of the lightness of the soil; and 
among the fallen apples on the ground beneath 
were wasps rolling drunk with the juice or 
creeping about the little caves in each fruit 
which they had eaten out before stupefied by its 
sweetness.^2 

Mrs. Yeobright's hopes of reconciliation with her son may 

be reflected in this scene since the apple traditionally 

symbolizes concord. The hollyhock symbolizes ambition and 

may represent Mrs. Yeobright's ambitions of receiving her 

45 son's forgiveness. ̂  

In the "Aftercourses" Hardy depicts a lovely scene for 

the Maypole dance: 

It was a lovely May sunset, and the birch trees 
which grew on this margin of the vast Egdon^ 
wilderness had put on their new leaves, delicate 
as butterflies' wings and diaphanous as amber.̂ f-

'^'^ The Return of the Native, p. 276. 

^^ Ibid., p. 280. 

43 ^ Lehners, p. 118. 

^ The Return of the Native, p. 584. 
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Appropriately the birches s;ymbolize light and fertility.^^ 

Plants are used most often to establish an appropriate 

background for action, but on occasions they serve as a 

means of hiding. Diggory Venn hides his van in foliage. 

Hardy states: "The nook among the brambles where his van • 

had been standing was as vacant as ever the next morn-

46 
ing. . . . " Also Diggory Venn hides behind a holly bush 

to spy upon Wildeve and Eustacia. ' 

The plant world also serves as a means of entertain

ment. When Eustacia returns to her grandfather's house 

after having left Clym, Charlie fears that she may attempt 

suicide. Hardy describes how Charlie entertains Eustacia: 

For this reason he busily endeavored to provide 
her vdth pleasant distractions, bringing home 
curious objects v/hich he foimd in the heath, 
such as V'/hite trumpet-shaped mosses, redheaded 
lichens, stone arrowheads used by the old tribes 
on Egdon, and faceted crystals from the hollov/s 
of flints.-^8 

Strangely, moss usually has been considered a bad luck gift 

49 
for a v/oman. ̂  

Plant imagery is employed to describe characters and 

their feelings. Hardy describes the sun shining in 

^ Lehners, p. 112. 

^ The Return of the Native, p. 169. 

^'^ Ibid., p. 87. 

^ Ibid., p. 557. 

49 ̂ Lehners, p. 121. 
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Eustacia's mouth "as into a tulip. "^^ As Hardy describes 

the mummers he says that their "plumes and ribbons rustled 

in their walk like autumn leaves."^^ Mrs. Yeobright com

pares her tormented life to that of the trees. Hardy 

states: 

The trees beneath which she sat were singularly 
battered, rude, and wild, and for a few min
utes Mrs. Yeobright dismissed thoughts of her 
own storm-broken and exhausted state to con
template theirs. Not a bough in the nine trees 
which composed the group but was splintered, 
lopped, and distorted by the fierce weather 
that there held them at its mercy whenever it 
prevailed.52 

Eustacia after her death is described by the use of trees. 

Hardy says that her black hair "surrounded her brow like a 

forest. "^^ In life the heath surrounds Eustacia in dark

ness, and in death the darkness remains. 

Hardy uses the plant kingdom in The Return of the 

Native, but he does not use as many of its various aspects 

as he does in Tess of the d'Urbervilles. Hardy uses the 

plant world to describe the scenery v/hich surrounds his 

characters. The plants often reflect the mood or the per

sonality of a character. Sometimes,a specimen of the plant 

world is even symbolic of Tess's character. The plants 

also reflect the changes in the heroine's life and give 

^^ The Return of the Native, p. 95. 

^•^ Ibid., p. 155. 

^^ Ibid., p. 279. 

^^ Ibid., p. 576. 
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subtle warnings of future events. 

An instance of Hardy's minute description of the veg

etation in a scene is evident in Book I when Tess reaches 

the d'Urberville estate for the first time. Hardy states: 

Par behind the corner of the house—which rose 
like a geranium bloom against the subdued 
colours aroiind—stretched the soft azure land
scape of The Chase—a truly venerable tract of 
forest land, one of the few remaining wood
lands in England of undoubted primaeval date, 
wherein Druidical mistletoe was still found on 
aged oaks, and where enormous yew-trees, not 
planted by the hand of man, grev/ as they had 
grovm when they were pollared for bows. All 
this sylvan antiquity, however, though visible 
from The Slopes, was outside the immediate 
boundaries of the estate.54 

Hardy, in his description, is hinting at the newness of the 

Stoke-d'Urberville family. Hardy states that the family 

was not of the "true tree" of d'Urbervilles.^-^ 

Hardy uses plants to enhance Tess's beauty and to 

speak of future events. As Tess returns from Trantridge in 

the van, she suddenly realizes v/hat a spectacle she pre

sents. Hardy states that she had "roses at her breast; 

roses in her hat; roses and strav/berries in her basket to 

the brim."^^ Later one of the roses pricks her chin, and 

she considers the accident an ill-omen.̂ "̂  The author seems 

^^ Thomas Hardy, Tess of the d'Urbervilles (London, 
1949), pp. 42-45. 

^^ Ibid., p. 45. 

^^ Ibid., p. 50. 

57 Ibid. 
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to be hinting at the bad luck which is to accompany Tess. 

Each of Hardy's descriptions of Tess's various homes 

reflect the type of life which she will lead or has led and 

her attitude toward life. As Hardy describes Tess's de-

partiire from her home for the first time, he indicates the 

dark life before her. Hardy explains: 

Rising still, as immense landscape stretched 
around them on every side; behind, the green 
valley of her birth, before a gray country of 
which she knew nothing except from her first 
brief visit to Trantridge. 58 

Alec comes to meet Tess, and he hides in a clump of trees 

on the summit between Marlot and Trantridge. Eleanore 

Waggoner reveals that these trees symbolically represent 

and separate Tess's old life and her nev/ life. Tess leaves 

Alec under the same trees on her return home after her 

59 downfall in Trantridge. ̂-̂  

Hardy uses plants to describe the differences between 

Marlot and Tess's second new home of Talbothays: "It 

lacked the intensely blue atmosphere of the rival vale, and 

its heavy soils and scents: the new air was clear, bracing, 

ethereal."^^ 

Another description of Talbothays is presented through 

Angel's eyes as he returns from his home. Hardy states: 

^® Ibid., p. 62. 

-^^ Waggoner, pp. 59-60. 

^^ Tess of the d'Urberville_s, p. 155-
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Immediately he began to descend from the upland 
to the fat alluvial soil below, the atmosphere 
grew heavier; the languid perfume of the summer 
fruits, the. mists, the hay, the flowers, formed 
therein a vast pool of odour which at this hour 
seemed to make the animals, the very bees and 
butterflies drowsy.̂ J-

Talbothays is a place of love and of happiness for Tess and 

for Angel. Their love seems to be reflected by the at

mosphere . 

Still another scene, which is more desolate, is pre

sented as Tess reaches Flintcomb-Ash, the place of her 

p\mishment. Hardy describes the scenery: "There were fev/ 

trees, or none, those that would have grown in the hedges 

being mercilessly plashed dov/n with the quickset by the 

tenant-farmers, the natural enemies of tree, bush, and 

62 brake." Just as the farmers ruin the trees, they very 

nearly destroy Tess by the hard work and long hours which 

they demand. Hardy also describes Flintcomb-Ash as a 

plateau "v/hich stretched between the valley of her birth 

65 and the valley of her love." 

The last place in which Tess lives is the prison at 

Wintoncester. As Angel and Liza-Lu v/alk by the edifice, 

they cannot see clearly the ugliness of the building be

cause evergreen oaks and yews disguise it. The yews most 

^^ Ibid., p. 216. 

^2 Ibid., p. 558. 

^5 Ibid. 
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appropriately symbolize death and grief . ^ The oak seems 

to represent Tess's strength in withstanding her horrible 

fate. 

Hardy uses a garden to describe Tess's character. 

While she is staying at Talbothays, she hides in a garden 

to listen to Angel play his harp. Hardy depicts the 

garden: 

The out skirt of the garden in which Tess found 
herself had been left uncultivated for some 
years, and was now damp and rank v/ith juicy 
grass which sent up mists of pollen at a touch, 
and with tall blooming weeds emitting offensive 
smells—weeds whose red and yellow and purple 
hues formed a polychrome as dazzling as that 
of cultivated flowers.6>> 

Roy Morrell suggests that the garden represents Tess's 

nat-ure. He states that the weeds suggest her natural im~ 

66 
pulses which she is unable to control. Later in the same 

description Hardy states: 

The floating pollen seemed to be his notes made 
visible, and the dampness of the garden the 
weeping of the garden's sensibility. Though 
near nightfall, the rank-smelling v/eed-flowers 
glowed as if they would not close for intent-
ness, and the v/aves of colovir mixed v/ith the 
waves of sound.67 

In many instances the author openly compares Tess, her 

state of mind, or her situation to the plant kingdom. 

Lehners, p. 128. 

^^ Tess of the d'Urbervilles, p. 158. 

^^ Morrell, p. 91. 

"̂̂  Tess of the d'Urbervilles, p. 158. 
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Hardy speaks of a spirit which rises in Tess "as the sap in 
68 

the twigs." Hardy later speaks of Tess's eating from the 
69 

"tree of knowledge." ^ Hardy speaks of the new Tess at 

Talbothays: "The sapling which had rooted down to a poi

sonous stratum on the spot of its sowing had been trans-
70 planted to a deeper soil."'^ Stonehenge is described by 

Hardy as a "forest of monoliths. "'̂•̂  This metaphor is 

appropriate since Tess hides for the last time in this 

forest of stone. Forests often have served as a place of 

refuge for Tess. 

Tess seeks shelter and hiding in many parts of the 

plant kingdom. She hides from her nagging family in the 
72 "gooseberry bushes in the garden" at her home.^ When she 

returns to Marlot after her tragic stay at Trantridge, she 

seeks hiding and peace in the solitary woods close to her 

home.'''̂  As Tess tries to decide whether or not to marry 

Angel, she finds retreat in a "thicket of pollard wil

lows. ""̂^ Hardy states: "Here Tess flung herself down upon 

^® Ibid., p. 127. 

^^ Ibid., p. 154. 

"̂^ Ibid., p. 165. 

^^ Ibid., p. 501. 

"̂^ Ibid., p. 55. 

"̂^ Ibid., p. 107. 

"̂^̂  Ibid., p. 228. 
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the rustling undergrov/th of spear-grass, as upon a 

75 

bed. . . . '"̂ ^ Eleanore Waggoner remarks that just as pol

lard willows are pruned, so has Tess's spiritual grov/th 

been arrested by the hand of man. Tess cannot find happi

ness because she has been distorted by humanity.'̂ ^ Hardy 

mentions: "The pollard willows, tortured out of their 

natural shape by incessant choppings, became spiny-haired 

monsters as they stood up against it."̂ *̂  

As Tess walks toward Flintcomb-Ash, she meets a man on 

the road. She runs from him and finds shelter in a planta

tion of holly bushes.' As has earlier been mentioned, 
79 • • holly is a symbol of defense.'^ 

The plant world not only shelters Tess, but also aids 

her in her terrible plight. When Tess needs work badly, 

she often works with the soil. After she returns from 

Trantridge, she works in the cornfields. After Angel re

jects her, she seeks work in the ugly bitter-cold of 

Flintcomb-Ash. Here she works at swede-hacking. 

Hardy uses the plant kingdom to the fullest extent in 

these three representative novels. The plant world serves 

as a background for all the action. The plants 

"̂ ^ Ibid. 

76 Waggoner, p. 62. 

'̂'̂  Tess of the d'Urbervilles, p. 229. 

^^ Ibid., p. 555. 

^^ Lehners, p. 118. 
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symbolically represent the characters and their plight. 

Plants serve as a means of refuge, of aid, and of work for 

the characters. Plant imagery also helps Hardy in his 

numerous descriptions. Hardy's use of the plant kingdom 

reveals his ability to notice the smallest detail in na

ture. In his v/riting Hardy depicts a deep love of the 

natural world. 



CHAPTER VI 

CONCLUSION 

Thomas Hardy in his three representative novels. Far 

from the Maddinp; Crowd, The Return of the Native, and Tess 

of the d'Urbervilles proves himself, first of all, to be a 

man who harbors a deep love of nature and, secondly, a man 

who writes novels of nature. I hope that through this 

study of nature in Hardy's novels I have proved him to be, 

as Prosser Hall Frye describes him, "a novelist of na

ture." Nature does not seive merely as backgroimd in 

Hardy's novels, but it appears to be an important factor 

in their origin and in their culmination. Hardy seems 

first to decide upon an atmosphere and then to choose char

acters and plots to fit his natural settings. The numerous 

branches of nature are used to their fullest extent, and if 

they were removed from Hardy's works, there would be 

nothing remaining. 

Nature, as a major character, does greatly influence 

the fates of the hiiman characters. In Far from the Madding 

Crowd, although Nature influences the characters' fates, it 

seems indifferent. Tr. âTnp Tif^.tuvn of the Native, Nature 

seems almost to gain satisfaction from Eustacia's ruin. In 

Tess of the d'Urbervilles Nature sympathizes with Tess, but 

^Prosser Hall Frye, "Nature and Thomas Hardy," The 
Independent, LIV (New York, 1902), p. 16!?/. 
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the cruelty of her fate is unavoidable. 

Nature's light of the sun, moon, and stars are em

ployed by Hardy in the three novels to establish the scene, 

to aid and to hide characters, to advance the theme, and to 

describe the characters and their predicaments. The ani-
• . • « 

mals and the plants have duties quite similar to the lights 

of nature. All three of these aspects of nature are es

sential components in the development of the novels, just 

as they are essential components in the life of any man. 

Hardy is preoccupied with nature in these representa

tive novels. He approaches the various aspects of nature 
« 

differently in each work, but he employs it to the fullest 

extent in all of them. Through these novels Hardy shows 

his interest in nature. He also reveals the ability to 

notice and to depict the minutest detail of nature and then 

to use it to the best advantage. Nature, as an essential 

factor in Hardy's works, binds the action together to form 

an integrated v/hole. Hardy's novels v/ould not be complete 

without the obvious and the symbolic use of nature. 
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